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95

Canada Collections
901

** Lot of Canada Post Chinese New Year Thematic Souvenir Packs, with 1997 (x3). 1998 (x35), 2001 (x16), 2002
(x18), 2003 (x8), 2004 (x7), 2005 (x4) and 2006 (x3). Majority are still sealed, and the few that are open still have their
stamps. These contain Chinese New Year stamps, in souvenir sheet format from Canada and Hong Kong, plus China in
se-tenant format. The Canada Post retail value for the lot is
$1,055.
............................................................................Retail $1,055

902

** Post Office 1950s Presentation Books with Stamps,
includes Some Canadian Postage Stamps with stamps from
the late 1950s to early 1960s, done by the Queen’s printer,
Ottawa. Also 2 copies of XVth Congress of the Universal Postal
Union with various 1957-1963 issues mostly in blocks of four,
mounted by the top stamps. Includes block of four of the $1
Export, second book has stamps in mounts and the $1 is a
lower right plate blocks. All with burgundy covers.
.................................................................................... Est $100

903

904

905

*/** Collection of Mint Back of the Book Issues, on two
double-sided stock sheets, with duplication, includes air mail,
overprinted officials, etc., some never hinged, overall fine.
Owner’s Scott catalogue value is $793.
........................................................................... Scott US$793
*/** Collection of Booklets and Booklet Panes, 1922 to
1980’s. Early panes are mint hinged, later panes are never
hinged. Note #105a, 165Biii and 217b. Lots of duplication
in the booklets especially in the more modern issues. Only
includes definitive issues up to the 38c value.
....................................................................... Unitrade $3,901
*/** Mint Collection on Album Pages, 1898-1951, includes #85-86 and 217-227 NH, #158 hinged. All fine or better with many very fine. Includes #217 accompanied by an
XF-superb-95 mint NH graded Sismondo certificate.
............................................................................Scott US$878

906

*/** Mint Collection on Pages, Admirals to 1970s, includes some better earlier items such as mint hinged War
issue and 1946 Peace issue, also $290 in mint postage.
.................................................................................... Est $150

907

 Collection of Mint and Used in Two Large Albums, 1929
to 2000, we note mostly used, with singles, many blocks,
multiples, FDC, booklet panes, souvenir sheets, etc. A nice
collection with thousands of stamps, all neatly hinged on
home made pages.
................................................................................... Est. $150

908

/*/** Accumulation of Used and Mint, in 3 stockbooks
and two binders. Contains mostly used in quantity, from SQ
to modern, with many Admirals, high values, Officials, a few
perfins, some postmarks, etc. We also note $126 worth of
recent postage (mostly in the 45c era). Overall fine.
..................................................................................... Est. $75

909

/*/** Valuable Box Full of Dealer Drawer Contents,
with thousands of stamps, with mint and used collections
in 5 binders, much mint (lower denominations, in sheets,
singles, etc.), a group of Canada Post publicity photos, some
revenues, Stick-N-Tick stickers, 45 23rd Commonwealth Parliamentary Conference souvenir folders, each containing two
25c stamps, a box full of odds and ends including many higher values stamps, such as coils, officials, back of the book,
postmarks, and lots more. Worth a look and likely to contain
some finds.
................................................................................... Est. $500

96

910

/*/** Three Mint and Used Collections, first starts with
Cents, few LQ, good SQs, then Jubilees (mint and used to the
10c) and continues on to about 1949, with a mix of mint and
used (sometimes both) and good representation. We note
many high value stamps (such as complete mint hinged Quebec issue), etc. Second collection starts with mint and used
Provinces, then Canada from 1927 to 1970s, mint and used
(often with one of each). We note nice postmarks, a few multiples, etc. Third collection is a very clean mint never hinged
one, from 1931 to 1958, and includes many extra items such
as coil pairs, back of the book including officials,complete
sets, etc. Overall nice collections.
................................................................................... Est. $500

911

/*/** Mint and Used Officials Collection, all neatly displayed on 57 album pages with mostly used, but includes
some mint. We note a wide variety of different issues, with
some duplication, with singles and blocks, 4 and 5 hole perfins, overprints, many postmarks, a used plus a NH Destroyer
with 4-hole (handstamped Stolow), varieties including misplaced holes, missing holes, many double perforations, and
much more. A nice old time collection with many better items
than usual and with high catalogue value.
................................................................................... Est. $300

912

/*/** Group of Provincial and Federal Revenues, 19101968, includes NFR22 with perfin cancel, NFR21a and
NFR25 x3 on small piece. Also FU94 x3 and FU101 x11 Federal Unemployment Insurance stamps, all NH except for one
FU101 which is thinned.
.......................................................................... Van Dam $860

913

/*/** Small Group of Mint and Used, includes Small
Queens, 10c Jubilee NH (fine), 102 VF used, #300i jump strip
of 4, E5 mint NH, and a group of 7 used British Columbia Law
stamps #BCL27/BCL56. Overall fine, some with small faults.
.................................................................................... Est $150

914

/*/** Box of Mint and Used, on pages, in 102 cards, and
in two albums. Lighthouse hingeless springback album with
pages 1953 to 1977 is over 2/3 full of mostly used (we note
many very nice c.d.s. cancels). Also a 3-ring binder with a
nice collection of modern (2000-2010) used on home made
pages (much duplication but clean material with many nice
cancels). Lastly, a nice selection of different material, including Bileski Winnipeg-cancelled stamps, blocks, etc, Admirals,
many mint KGVI coil strips, Mufti booklet panes, used blocks,
etc.
................................................................................... Est. $100

915

/*/** Stanley Gibbons Simplex Album with mint and used
collection neatly mounted, starts with mint 51 to 54, 135 fine
never hinged, 149 to 157 mint, 158 used, 241 to 245 mint,
268 to 273 two mint sets ends in the 1950s. Includes back
of book and some revenues and officials including 010, 025
and 027 plus some provinces. Few hundred altogether. Clean
fine to very fine.
................................................................................... Est. $200

916

/*/** Eclectic Group with Jubilees to Wildlife Conservation Issues, includes 1970 Christmas center blocks of 4
#522i x5 and #525i x12 mint never hinged, 522pi, 525pi
used blocks, short $ flaws on the $1 Vancouver, also #51, 53,
217- 218, 241A, Duck stamp booklets. Also Canada Post XVI
UPU Congress presentation book.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,826

917

/*/** Collection in Minkus Album, 1870’s to 1960’s,
mostly mint and much of that is never hinged, centering varies from fine to very fine. Note mint hinged Small Queens and
a complete set of the 1908 Quebec Tercentenary set, NH Edwards and Admirals, as well as Scroll, Leaf, Medallion and
Pictorial issues. Nice collection to build on.
........................................................................ Scott US$8,255

918

919

920

921

922

/* Collection of Varieties on Stamps and Stamps on
Cover, all neatly written-up on over 100 pages, each retail
priced in the $5 to $50 range. Mostly modern, but we note
QV, Edward and Admirals as well. Also includes several pages
with tagging varieties (total retail for these is $123). A nice,
clean collection, ready for resale or to be added to.
................................................................................... Est. $100
/* Accumulation and Stock of Precancels, in a binder,
mostly on black stock pages but also hinged on pages and in
glassines. We note Small Queens, QV Leafs and Numerals as
well as other early issues, with line and town types, etc. High
catalogue value lot, fine or better overall.
................................................................................... Est. $100
/* Collection and Accumulation, with manila stock pages
of mint and hundreds mainly used duplicates from Queen Victoria leaf issue to 1970s includes some back of book. Also
a Harris Album with pages blank up to 1942 war issue then
sparsely filled pages to 1990 plus a few used UN. Also a small
stock book with small Queens, Edwards and revenues. Last
is a red stock book of used duplicates from 1970-1990, few
hundred. Clean, fine to very fine.
................................................................................... Est. $100
/* Collection of Mint and Used in Jarrett Album, early issues are all used and include a 1c red brown with a 4-ring #39
cancel (St. John’s C.E. few short perfs). From the Jubilees-on
the collection is mostly mint hinged and includes mint Victoria
Leaf and Numeral issues, Québecs, Admirals, etc. Centering
fine or better with much very fine. A nice clean collection.
........................................................................ Scott US$4,070
/* Collection in Minkus Album, 1859-1946, mix of mint
and used, though more used stamps. Includes Jubilees to
the 50c, Quebec Tercentenary set, good selection of Large
and Small Queens, etc. Some of the mint stamps with faults.
Also a collection of Newfoundland on Minkus Pages, 1880
to 1949, with mixed sets of mint and used. Note some nice
c.d.s. cancels. Mint is all hinged including Postage Due set.
Note a few with minor faults. Overall fine or better. Inspect.
........................................................................ Scott US$6,741

923

/* Collection of Jarrett Album Pages, 1859 to 1980’s,
includes #14, 15, 17-18, Large Queens, Jubilees, etc. Only
catalogued to 1946 and all stamps to 1946 are used. A good
selection of 10c to 75c mint hinged blocks, singles, etc. at the
end of the collection. Mixed quality, inspect.
........................................................................ Scott US$2,617

924

/* Collection in 3-Ring Binder, 1859 to 2000s. Only catalogued to 1946 , includes Postage Dues and Officials, (not
counted). Mixed condition, especially in the earlier issues.
Also 2 small stockbooks and 2 other albums of duplicates.
........................................................................Scott US$1,486

925

/** Story of Canada in Four Volumes and Canada 125

928

/(*) #14, 19a Trio of Cents Issues, 1859, includes #14
unused (regummed to appear NH), #14 used and #19a the
17c Cartier in slate blue shade (repaired pinhole and a few
short perfs), very good - fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $925

929

 #14/47 1859-1894 Group of 19 Different Used Stamps,
with #s 14, 14b, 14ii, 15, 17, 17b, 19, 24b, 25i, 26, 29b, 34,
38, 39, 40, 40a, 43 and 47, as described by owner. We note
a few faults, else overall fine or better with some very fine.
........................................................................Scott US$1,905

930

 #15- Collection of Used, 1859 to 1970s on 8 double sided black stock sheets, with a good variety of issues, including
duplication, but with high catalogue value. We note LQ, SQ,
Admirals, a few OHMS perfins, a few unused stamps, blocks,
etc. Many faults on the early issues, inspect.
..................................................................................... Est. $50

931

 #21/29 Group of Eight Large Queens, includes #21-27
used, plus #29 unused (no gum). An attractive group, but
most with short or nibbed perfs. Overall fine.
........................................................................ Scott US$1,047

932

 #23/28 Group of 6 large Queens, includes 1c yellow orange with partial 2-ring cancel, 2c green and 6c dark brown,
both with fancy cork cancels and 12½c used. Also 2c green
mint o.g. (short corner at top right) and 2c green unused (no
gum). Most have short or nibbed perfs, inspect.
....................................................................... Unitrade $2,350

933

* #29, 43, 44 1868-97 Group of Mint Issues, with #29 (fresh
with original gum, paper hinge remnant), 43 (horizontal pair
with original gum, never hinged but gum loss due to poor storage) and 44 (horizontal strip of 3, original gum, never hinged
but gum problems due to poor storage).
........................................................................Scott US$1,360

934

** #34 1882 ½c black Small Queen, mint never hinged lot
of 59 copies, in a block of 40 from the left side of the sheet
(with full selvedge on 3 sides), plus a bottom of the sheet
block of 11 (with full selvedge at bottom) and a block of 6 and
a pair. There are two complete printer’s imprints (at left and
bottom) plus a small part at top. The original gum is full and
intact, and shows natural light gum bends from the manufacturing process. One stamp next to the left imprint is scraped
on front, rest are fine or better.
........................................................................... Scott US$800

935

#34/44 Stockbook with Many Hundreds of Used Small
Queens, with strength in 1c, 2c, 3c, 5c, 6c and 8c issues.
Note some with faults, but mostly fine or better. Note fancy,
flag, c.d.s. cancels and more.
.................................................................................................. -

936

/*/** #35- Old Time Stockbook Filled with Mint and
Used, we note many used Small Queens (incl. first printings),
a nice selection of used material from SQ to 1950s, with
many nice postmarks, blocks, high values, some mint coil
strips, etc. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $150

937

 #35/47 Old Time Small Queen Collection to the 50c,
on several quadrille pages, with 1c, 2c, 3c (those values in
quantity), 5c (5 singles and a strip of 4), 6c (3x #39 and 3x
#43), 8c (7 singles), 10c (two, one faulty), 20c (nice single
with fancy cork) and 50c (4 singles and a pair, these mostly
fresh and very fine). A nice lot.
................................................................................... Est. $250

The Canadian Experience. All from the “Excelsior Collectors
Guild”, all beautifully presented in 5 albums with slipcases.
Very high original cost. Some staining on slipcases.
................................................................................... Est $100

926

 #4/20 Group of 9 Used, 1852-1864, includes a 3 margin
3d Beaver, 2 of #14 (one creased), #17, 17d plus 4 2c Queen
Victorias. Note some with short perfs, etc. Inspect.
........................................................................Scott US$1,895

927

 #4/106, F2 Accumulation of Mostly Small Queen Issues,
1852-1911, on 3 stock sheets and 2 album pages. Includes
a faulty #4, 3 First Cents issues, 2 Large Queens and 2 later
issues. Also about 200 Small Queens with a good assortment
of ½c, 5c, 6c, 8c and 10c. High catalogue value but mixed
condition. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $200

97

938

939

/*/** #36/699 Collection of Mostly Mint, 1890s to
1991, in two red Lighthouse hingeless albums with slipcases,
starting with a few SQ, then sparse until Edwards/Québecs/
Admirals, these mint and used. Mint only starts in about
1917, and the more expensive items are either hinged or no
gum or missing, still many good stamps throughout, with sets
to the $1, coil pairs, a very few back of the book, etc. Close to
complete and NH from 1980s to the end, with some souvenir sheets, with a face value of over $250 (for 1974 to 1991
only). A nice, clean collection.
................................................................................... Est. $350

948

 #52 1897 2c green Jubilee, wholesale lot of over 80 used
stamps, with a variety of postmarks, some dated, etc. Centering varies, and owner has separated them into “35 sound
stamps” and “48 with small faults or stains”. Catalogue value
is for only the 35 “sound” stamps.
........................................................................... Scott US$525

949

*/** #66-73 1897-98 ½c to 10c Queen Victoria Leafs,
mint set (missing the 6c), with extra copies of the ½c, 3c, 8c
and 10c (one of the 10c has no gum). About half are never
hinged and we note some very fine centered stamps.
........................................................................ Scott US$2,619

950

*/** #74-84 1898-1902 ½c to 20c Queen Victoria Numerals, mint set (missing the 2c carmine and 6c brown), with
extra copies of the 2c purple, 5c, 8c and 10c. Also includes a
2c carmine booklet single. About one third are never hinged,
and we note some very fine centered stamps.
........................................................................ Scott US$3,870

951

*/** #77/197 Group of 12 Plate Blocks and Blocks, 18991932, includes mint never hinged blocks of 4 of #77, 141,
142 and 143 x2, #163ii in a fine centered block of 6 and
#192i in a F-VF plate block of 8. Also 5 mint hinged plate
blocks from #196-197, much is fine only.
...........................................................................Unitrade $574

952

** #85, 86 1898 Page of Mint Never Hinged Map Stamps,
with 14 lavender shades and 12 blue shades. All are quite
bright and fresh, with singles, a block, strips of 3, pairs, a
plate inscription, etc and centering varies from fine to very
fine. A nice group.
........................................................................ Scott US$2,600

953

** #51 1897 1c orange Jubilee, wholesale lot of 12 copies,
all mint never hinged, overall fine or better.
........................................................................... Scott US$900

** #96 1908 ½c black brown Québec Tercentenary, mint
never hinged lot of 65 copies, all from the same sheet, which
has been separated into blocks, singles, etc. We note 27
copies with full sheet selvedge, including complete “Plate 1”
imprint at top. The majority are very fine centered, but many
stamps have light adherence or gum disturbance from poor
storage. Three copies are creased and were not counted. A
useful lot.
........................................................................ Scott US$1,178

954

** #51 1897 1c orange yellow Jubilee, two mint never
hinged blocks (once attached together) but now an upper
right block of six (light separation) and an upper marginal
block of four. A few light wrinkles on some stamps, else overall fine.
........................................................................... Scott US$750

** #104/134, MR1/MR4 Group of Mint Never Hinged Admirals, with #104 (fine block of 4), 107 (block of 4, 2x fine, 2x
very fine), 134 (very fine pair), 131 (very fine strip of 4), MR1
(fine block of 4 with very light gum gloss) and MR4 (very fine
single).
...........................................................................Unitrade $774

955

*/** #125ii/129ii Group of Mint Admiral Coil Singles,
identified by owner as 125ii (vf, nh), 125iv (vf, no gum), 126b
(f-vf, nh), 126d (f-vf, nh), 127ii (f, nh), 128ii (vf, nh) and 129ii
(vf, h). Owner’s CV is $382.
................................................................................... Est. $100

956

*/** #126a/133 1915-24 Group of Mint Admiral Coil Singles, Pair and Blocks, identified by owner as 126a (block of
4, vf, nh), 128a (block of 4, vf, nh, with 2014 Greene Foundation certificate),131i (paste-up pair, vf, nh), 131ii (f-vf, h),
131iv (f-vf, h), 132iii (f-vf, nh) and 133 (vf, nh). Owner’s cv is
$529.
...........................................................................Unitrade $769

957

** #127/230 Group of 4 Coil Pairs, 1912-1935, includes
#127 2c carmine Admiral coil, perf 8 vertical and #228-230
KGV pictorial coil set of 3, all four are mint never hinged, very
fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $495

958

*/** #128a/140 Group of Admirals, includes #128a part
perf block of 4 NH, 131 fine NH strip of 4 plus mint hinged
#134 pair (fine), 139 (VF) and 140(fine). All with fresh colours.
Also #227 $1 Champlain, mint never hinged, fine-very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $417

 #37, 41 1870-97 3c Small Queen Accumulation, in a
Lighthouse stockbook, with about 1750 stamps, mostly from
the 1890s, we note many BC cancels, flags, orbs, c.d.s. (some
dated), one page of squared circles (all partial), etc. Worth a
close look for varieties, dated copies, etc. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $200

940

 #37, 41 Stockbook of 3c Small Queens, many hundreds
of used. Includes R.P.O. cancels, squared circles, 2 and 4 ring
numeral cancels, fancy and town cancels. A great collection
for the specialist. Mixed condition, some with faults.
.................................................................................... Est $100

941

 #45 1897 10c brown red Small Queen Group of 14, with
various shades and papers including salmon pink shades. Includes Victoria B.C. squared circle SEP.18.1893 on pair and
Victoria, B.C. squared circle MAR.23.1896 on single. All catalogued as fine only, but includes some better.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $560

942

943

944

* #46/100 1893-1908 Group of Valuable Mint Issues, on
a black stock page, with 32 stamps, from the 20c Widow
Weeds to the 7c Québec Tercentenary, mostly with high value
QV Leafs and Numerals. All are mint, and most have adherences or other gum loss due to poor storage, and have been
catalogued as hinged, even though all are never hinged. Still
a useful group, mostly fine centered.
........................................................................ Scott US$8,272

945

** #51-53 1897 1c to 3c Jubilee, 2 copies of each value, all
mint never hinged, (one of the 3c has a tiny mark on front),
overall fine or better.
........................................................................... Scott US$485

946

** #51/56 1897 1c to 8c Jubilee Group of 5, all mint never
hinged, with 1c, 2c, 3c, 5c and 8c. Overall very fine and fresh.
............................................................................Scott US$747

947

*/** #51/252 Large Stockbook Full of Valuable Mint,
1897 to 1940s, with singles, pairs, blocks, large multiples,
etc. We note Admirals, many Arch issues (for example there
are 38 5c values, mostly in large blocks), page full of #192,
many Medallion issues including plate blocks of the 1c, KGV
Pictorials with 4c plate block of 25, 3c plate block of 12, 13c
Plate block of 6, a good quantity of KGVI War issue plate
blocks, etc. A quick spot check reveals a mix of hinged and
NH, with some gum adherence here and there but overall
fresh and fine or better. We estimate catalogue value to be
over $3,000, not counting plate block values.
................................................................................... Est. $300

98

959

** #135/492 Group of Mint Never Hinged Blocks and
Singles, with mostly blocks of 4, a few singles, a few booklets, back of the book, etc. We note #135, 1250 (plate block),
most items valued at between $20 and $40 each, with many
not counted. Nice quality and overall very fine group.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,219

960

** #141/148 1927 Group of Mint Issues, with #141 (x13),
142, 144 (x5), 145 (x4, 146-148 and E3. We note blocks,
pairs, some with selvedge, etc. All mint never hinged except
for E3 which is hinged. Fine to very fine.
........................................................................... Scott US$419

961

*/** #141/320 1927-52 Mint Collection, majority is never
hinged and complete except for Scroll Issue, and includes extra copies of better stamps plus coil singles and a few booklet
pane singles. Overall fresh and very fine collection.
........................................................................ Scott US$2,088

962

/*/** #149a/219a Collection of KGV Booklet Panes,
includes #149a, 163c, 164a, 165b and 166b all mint never
hinged. Also #167a, 196a, 196b, 197d, 217b, 218b and
219a mint hinged and #166c used. All fine or better. Some
with toned gum.
........................................................................... Scott US$795

963

964

965

966

** #150-156 1928 2c to 20c Scroll Issue, wholesale lot of
mint never hinged, with #s 150 (x4), 151 (x21), 152 (x17),
153 (x22), 154 (x12), 155 (x10) and 156 (x7). Mostly in pairs
and blocks, some being sheet margin blocks. Overall centering is fine, with some better. A nice fresh lot.
........................................................................ Scott US$4,364
** #151/340 Collection of Mint Never Hinged, filling 4
double-sided black stock sheets, with many better such as #s
165 (Plate 3 and 6 blocks), 151 (3 blocks of 4 and a single),
228 coil (pair, two strips each of 5 and 3), C1 (vertical pair
with top stamp creased), E9 (corner block of 4), O47 (block
of 6), #272 (3 copies), 273, many plate blocks (unchecked by
us for better ones, but includes #270, 271, George VI issues,
QEII Karsh and Wilding, etc.) and more. A valuable lot.
................................................................................... Est. $200
*/** #162/192, C4-C5, E6 Group of Mint Blocks, 19301935, all blocks of four except #E6 which is a block of 6 and
all mint never hinged except one stamp from the block of
#192. Includes #162-175, 192, C4-C5 and E6. Mostly fine or
better, some with toned gum.
........................................................................ Scott US$1,775
** #211 1935 1c green Queen Elizabeth II, wholesale lot of
500 mint never hinged copies, in singles, blocks, multiples,
plate pieces, even a block of 50. Centering varies between
fine and very fine.
........................................................................... Scott US$550

967

** #211-216 1935 1c to 13c Silver Jubilee Set, mint never
hinged wholesale lot of 50 complete sets, mostly in singles,
but we note several multiples. Overall very fine.
........................................................................ Scott US$2,222

968

** #228 1935 1c green King George V Coil, mint never
hinged lot of 584 stamps, all in pairs (x4), strips of 5 (x8),
strip of 6, strips of 4 (x5), and the rest are strips of 3. We also
note several paste-up strips of 4 (x5), end pairs (x11), etc.
A nice fresh lot unchecked as to “narrow 1” variety or jump
strips, etc. Fine to very fine.
......................................................................Scott US$13,095

969

** #286/732 Group of Blocks Autographed by Designers
or Engravers, 1950’s to 1977, 11 blocks of 4, note a small
stain on one of the 7c Winter blocks, otherwise all mint never
hinged, very fine. Owner paid $75 for the Robert Bateman
signed 12c Cougar blocks alone. Also souvenir sheet #1737c.
.................................................................................... Est $200

970

/*/** #337/348 Large Lifetime Collection of the Wilding Issue, 1954-1962, written up on about 115 pages in
two volumes. This detailed study focuses on stamps, papers,
varieties, tagging, booklet panes, perfins, precancels and
postmarks of the Wilding issue. The majority of pages contain
used, but there are many mint stamps throughout including
plate blocks, booklet panes and coils. Some better we noted
are mint NH warning strip of 20 of the 3c precancel with a
curved bar in the margin of the 4th row, mint NH #337aiv MF
booklet pane (CV $50), mint NH and used #341aii HB booklet panes (CV $175 pr.), mint NH #341aiv MF booklet pane
(CV $25), etc. Collection also has 8 pages of Wilding covers,
including military mail, special delivery, illustrated advertising, a 1955 registered surface mail cover to Great Britain
correctly paid for with a #341a booklet pane, a 1955 cover
to Switzerland with the uncommon 6c UPU surface rate paid
with 3x 2c Wilding stamps, etc. An ideal collection for both a
Wilding Specialist or someone wishing to specialize in these
stamps.
.................................................................................... Est $250

971

** #454/465B Collection of Mint Centennial Blocks and
Plate Blocks, all written up (in French) on pages, with phosphor bands, paper types, gum types, precancels, matched
sets of plate blocks, sheetlets, different plate numbers, etc.
Includes all values from 1c to $1, and we note several scarce
varieties. A clean collection, fresh and very fine.
................................................................................... Est. $300

972

*/ #454/465B 1967 Collection of Centennials, mostly all
on 17 Lindner pages, with a wide selection of varieties, ranging from plate blocks, papers, phosphor, some start/end coil
strips, precancels, etc. We note five valuable precancelled
warning strips of 20 (3c, 4c, 6c). A nice collection.
................................................................................... Est. $150

973

/*/** #C1/J40 Back of the Book Collection on Album
Pages, 1875 to 1970’s, includes Airmails #C1-9, CE1-CE4,
#E1/E11 (no E3, E5 or E8), F1-F2 and J1/J40. Up to J20
missing J9, and a good assortment of Centennials. Mostly
used throughout but does include some mint including some
never hinged. Nice clean collection.
.................................................................................... Est $150

974

*/** #C3/CE4 Group of Mint Air Mail Blocks and Plate
Blocks, with C3 (fine NH Plate 1 block of 6), C5 (fine-very fine
Plate 1 block of 4, hinged), CE1-CE4 (set of four VFNH blocks
of 4), CEI (matched set of plate blocks, 2 are NH), CE3 (three
different plate blocks, all NH) and CE4 (matched set of plate
blocks, 2 are NH). All very fine centered except where otherwise noted.
...........................................................................Unitrade $570

975

*/** #E1/E11 Mint Special Delivery Collection, complete
except for missing E4, but includes plate blocks of E7, E8, E9
and E10 (all these hinged in margin only). Single stamps are
hinged, E1 has a hinge thin and lot is overall very fine. Catalogue value is for stamps only and does not include premiums
for plate blocks.
........................................................................... Scott US$662

976

/** #FSC21/24 Group of Supreme Law Court Stamps,
includes FSC21 x4 in 2 punch cancelled pairs, and one mint
never hinged and a used with punch cancel each of FSC22
and FSC24. Fine-very fine.
.......................................................................... Van Dam $135

977

*/** #J10, MR3/MR7iii Group with Postage Due and Admiral War Tax, includes #J10 mint NH, very fine, mint never
hinged MR3 with minor gum bend, mint never hinged MR7
die II pair and a mint hinged pair of MR7iii, yellow brown die I
coil (natural gum crease across both stamps). Fine-very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,360

99

978

979

** #O1/OE11 Collection of Mint Never Hinged OHMS Perforated Officials, in a stockbook, with a little duplication, and
includes back of the book. We note a #OA104 (5-hole perforated, unpriced at mint never hinged). One stamp (OCE4)
has short perfs and a small stain. Also includes some G and
OHMS overprints, including plate blocks. A fresh collection,
with 50% added to catalogue value for NH, but we have not
added the suggested further 50% for very fine, even if many
are.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,190

980

** Album Full of G Overprinted Officials in Plate Blocks.
Mainly matched sets including different plate numbers and
a few blank corner blocks. All in a hingeless Bileski album.
Includes some flying G plate blocks. Saw 8 copies of the #032
Plate blocks, forming matched sets of plates 1 and 2 of the
$1 Totem. Owner’s catalogue is $4,137. All very fine.
....................................................................... Unitrade $4,137

981

982

 #O1/O273 Collection of Used Officials, 1930s to 1960s,
includes OHMS and G overprint issues plus 4-hole OHMS Official stamps. Note an intriguing pair of OA232 (5-hole perfin
and an unperforated stamp, sold as is). Includes #O9, O10,
O27, etc.
............................................................................Scott US$457

 Collection of over 1,000 in Noble Canada Specialty Album. 1964 version of pages with a nice collection, including bar types (170 different including R-42 catalogues $40),
perfins and a number of pages nearly full. Includes: Kitchener
1-116 ($50), Montreal 1-47 ($50), 5-105-D ($75), 8-163-D
($75), Quebec 3-119 ($75) and Toronto 7-MR4 ($150) and
Windsor 2-89 ($75). Includes varieties such as missing letters, pre-cancelled perfins ($110) and misperforated. High
catalog value, includes many $10-$25 items. A nice collection to build on. Mostly fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $500
** Bileski Hingeless Albums Tagged Stamps Corner
Blocks, full of matched, mainly blank, never hinged corner
blocks, tagged stamps including many from the Centennial issue. Owner’s catalogue is $2,849. Unchecked by us for plate
varieties. Fine to very fine.
................................................................................... Est. $400

BNA Collections
983

* Two Early Issues, includes Newfoundland #12A mint with
original gum, very fine. Accompanied by 2015 Greene Foundation certificate, also British Columbia #12 mint with original gum, very fine but with short perf, and small tear and thin
at top.
....................................................................... Unitrade $1,920

Hundreds of scans of the
lots and collections
can be found online.

100



Newfoundland Collections
984

/* Collection on Jarrett Album Pages, 1862 and On. Good
collection of regular issues and postage dues. Mix of mint and
used in many sets low values are used and higher values tend
to be mint hinged. Also a selection of the other Provinces, but
much is faulty. Inspect as some mint appear to be partially
stuck down.
........................................................................ Scott US$3,170

985

* #115-126, 212-225 Two Mint Sets, includes 1919 Trail
of the Caribou (pullled perf on 3c) and 1933 Sir Humphrey
Gilbert set of 14, both sets mint hinged, fine-very fine.
.......................................................................... Unitrade $446

986

/*/** #115/C7 Small Collection of Album Pages, 1919
to 1943, includes the 1919 Trail of the Caribou set which
is a mix of mint hinged and never hinged, plus #134 x15, 8
hinged and 7 NH, plus a few other odds and ends.
...........................................................................Unitrade $388

Canada Postage Lots
987

** Collection of Matched Set Plate Blocks, 1990 to 1997,
all neatly assembled on black stock sheets in a binder. This
collection contains 95% matched sets still in sealed Canada
Post glassines, from 39c era to 45c era, including all the dollar and other high values from that era. The other 5% is in
booklets and single plate blocks. A very useful lot for postage,
all mint never hinged and very fine.
..............................................................................Face $1,230

988

** Collection of Blocks and Plate Blocks, 1920s to 1994, in
three albums. The first album contains some older blocks of 4
(from Admirals-on) which mostly have gum problems (glazing)
due to poor storage (these not counted in face value), but
from the 1950s to 1994 everything is mint never hinged and
fresh, in plate blocks and sheetlets, mostly with values in the
17c to the 43c era with some higher as usual.
................................................................................. Face $685

989

** Postage Lot, mostly 1c-17c values but does include some
higher values.
................................................................................. Face $804

990

** Lot of Mint Never Hinged, mostly loose in Canada Post
mailers. Includes booklets, part booklets, coils, etc. Also a
Millennium collection. Most of the value is 34c and higher,
with lots of “P” values.
..............................................................................Face $1,184

991

** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, with most of the value
in the 49c to $1.75 issues, including a large number of “P”
values.
................................................................................. Face $840

992

** Postage Lot of Mint Never Hinged, with 90% of the value
in 37c to 90c values.
................................................................................. Face $963

993

** Postage Lot in 2 Albums, plus 1977-1987 Annual Collection and some souvenir packs. Values range from 1c to
$5, with most in the 17c to 37c value range, all mint never
hinged.
................................................................................. Face $506

994

** Postage Lot of Mint Never Hinged, includes full sheets
from the 5c to 17c era, plus plate blocks, singles, blocks, etc.
with lots of value in the 30c to 48c era. Note a number of
sheets with varieties including #535i, 535ii, 538ii and assorted varieties from 692 and 693.
..............................................................................Face $1,093

995

996

** Mint Never Hinged Postage Lot, with much of the value in
$1 and up issues. Note 2 inscription blocks of the $8 Grizzly
Bear.
................................................................................. Face $930
** Small Postage Lot, Mostly Souvenir Sheets, includes a
full set of the Millennium souvenir sheets (CV $153), also a
selection of Lunar New Year sheets, etc.
................................................................................. Face $101

997

** Mostly Modern High Value Postage Lot, including “P” values. Mostly 43c era and higher, with values up to $2.
................................................................................. Face $175

998

** Canada Post Annual Collections, 1991 to 2008, plus
other souvenir items and sheets, etc. All mint never hinged.
................................................................................. Face $637

999

1000

1001

1002

*/** Lot of Mint Stamps, 1c to $1 values, mostly 5c-8c era
sheets and part sheets. Also includes some U.S.A. and G.B.
(pre-decimal). Mainly mint never hinged but about $10 is mint
hinged.
................................................................................. Face $165
*/** Two Mint Collections, 1979 to 1995, with one in a
Minkus album (1979-1995) appears close to complete in period, and includes booklets, sheetlets, souvenir sheets, etc.
Face value of $365 is for the total combined value of 1979
to 1995 quarterly packs only, and actual face value is probably higher. Also another in a binder with 1980-1989, hinged
on album pages, including FDC and some used as well (face
value of this one is $150).
................................................................................. Face $515
*/** Postage Lot, with values from 1c to $5, includes
1974-1985 Annual Collections, binder with mint hinged (face
$146) and a group of souvenir cards and Canada Post souvenir items not counted.
................................................................................. Face $255
/*/** Collection in Three Binders and a Centennial Box,
with mint hinged and NH postage totaling $890 plus some
earlier material and officials (all hinged). Also a binder of used
and unused no gum that was not counted. Face has values
from 1c to $5. Inspect.
................................................................................. Face $890

Canada Uncut Press Sheets
1008

Canada Accumulations & Remainders
1009

 Large Carton of Used Canada, Mostly on Piece, we note
runs from 1908 ½c Québec to the 1950s, with the majority from the KGVI era. Includes Revenues, Postage Dues, etc.
Great lot for the cancel or varieties collector. Must be viewed
to be appreciated.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1010

 Accumulation in Three Cartons and a Suitcase, 1890’s
and On. Includes stamps both on and off paper, plus 3 almost
empty old albums and a few covers. Much of the stamps is
sorted by catalogue # in envelopes, note up to 47c issues.
Lots of duplication. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1011

 Cut Squares and 1950’s and Later Stamps in a Oversize
Banker’s Box, all off paper and sorted into glassines or on
stock sheets. Lots of c.d.s. cancels. Massive quantity. Lots
of commemoratives and Centennials (not checked by us for
varieties).
................................................................................... Est $100

1012

/*/** Accumulation in Four Albums and Stockbooks,
Small Queens to QEII, mostly used Elizabeth II material, but
does include Small Queens, precancels and some usable
postage. Worth a look.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1013

/*/** Accumulation in a Stockbook and in Glassines,
1897 and Onwards, mostly used but do note some mint
never hinged. Runs from the 3c Jubilee to Officials. Note precancels and a fair amount of duplication. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1014

/** Story of Canada, Three Volumes, one volume is emp-

1015

/ Used Accumulation in Nine Stockbooks, 1920’s to
2013, plus glassine envelopes. Mostly QEII era. Lots of duplication of many issues. Also with a few covers and other odds
and ends. Some faults in the earlier material. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1016

** #208/306, E11 Group of KGV and KGVI Large Multiples,
1934-1951, all mint never hinged and mostly very fine. Includes #231 x25, 232 x25, 233 x107, 289 x25, 291 x115,
292 x50, 306 x50 and E11 x10 all very fine plus #289 x50
fine centering only. #289, 291, 292 and 306 include plate
blocks. Also #208 Jacques Cartier in a fine NH block of 30
and #211 in 2 blocks of 20, with many very fine. Catalogued
as fine-very fine NH. A nice clean lot.
...........................................................................Unitrade $530

Canada Annual Collections and Thematic Collections
1003

** 1977/1999 Annual Collections, includes 1977-1989,
1994, 1996-1999 with stamps, years 1978, 1980, 1983,
1985 and 1989 are missing a combined $309 of postage.
Also a few other Canada Post souvenir items not counted in
face value.
................................................................................. Face $355

1004

** 1974-1976 Canada Post Annual Collections, with
stamps still in glassines and 3 in the original Canada Post
envelopes. All very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $420

1005

** 1974 Annual Canada Post Annual Collection, with
stamps still in glassine envelope and with its original Canada
Post envelope.
...........................................................................Unitrade $250

1006

** Lot of Six 1976 Annual Collections, all still in their original white envelopes with stamps still in original glassines,
very fine.
...........................................................................Unitrade $510

1007

** Lunar New Year Collector Packs, 1997-2008, all still
Post office sealed. Original cost was $140. Catalogue as thematic collections (#74/151). Some of the P.R.C. stamps are
now better.
...........................................................................Unitrade $225

** #1773i, 1837ii 1999 Birds and 2000 Year of the Tiger
Uncut Press Sheets, note a few minor edge creases.
...........................................................................Unitrade $165

ty, but lots of new pages never put away. Nice group of 1980’s
first day covers mounted on pages with a mint NH stamp. Also
2 “special employee editions” of the 1987 Canada Post annual collections (no stamps).
...................................................................................... Est $50

United States -- Collections and Accumulations
1017

 Used Accumulation in Two Bulging 64-Page Stockbooks,
an unpicked hoard, with early Washington issues, perfs, coils,
cancels, meter permits. Owner states over 7,000 stamps, onpiece and postal stationery cut squares. Also two pages of
early Christmas seals.
...................................................................................... Est $75

101

1018

1019

1020

/*/** Lot of Collections and Accumulations, in 6 stockbooks and 3 albums plus several on pages. Many thousands
of stamps, with no high values seen but a good variety of different, with shades, postmarks, back of the book, precancels,
revenues, duck stamp, etc. About $20 in face as well. Overall
fine.
................................................................................... Est. $100
/*/** Collections in Minkus Albums, 1880s to 1984.
U.S.A. appears all mint hinged from 1970 to 1984, where collection ends. Also some U.N., all mint hinged 1950 to 1984.
Does not include the good souvenir sheet. Also a binder with
1971-1972 and 1974-1984 U.S. Annual Collections. Lots of
face value.
.................................................................................... Est $150
/*/** Two Volume Collection in Springback Album and
Stockbook, 1851 to 1990s. First volume with mostly used
1851-1962, then mint and used from the 1950’s and on.
Second volume approximately 600 stamps with used covering the same period, then modern mint largely from 1950’s to
1995. Both volumes include mint and used back of the book
issues including Special Delivery, Postage Dues, Parcel Post,
Officials and some Revenues. Generally fine with very fine in
modern period. Owner’s CV $550 (Scott 2013), not including faulty stamps, pre-1894 issues and the Philippines/Canal
Zone/Hawaii issues.
........................................................................... Scott US$550

1021

/*/** Collection in Two Minkus Albums and Stockbook,
1870’s and On. Value is all in the first volume, which has
some older material plus a fair amount of postage, though
much of it is hinged..
.................................................................................... Est $100

1022

/* Accumulation in Stockbooks and Loose Pages, in envelopes and a tiny stockbook. Ranging from 1860 to 1950.
Includes numbers 7, 73 and 106. Condition mixed but some
nice cancels and unchecked by us for varieties. Mainly used,
hundreds of stamps, a good rainy day project. Very good to
fine.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1023

1024

102

/** Mint Stock with Sheets, Year Sets and Album pages
in a Bankers Box. Some used but mainly mint never hinged.
We saw the following: USPS Year sets in official folders complete from 1977 to 1992, Elvis stamp, 340 copies mainly
in sheets, Wildlife of America, two sheets of 50 in special
book, 13c flag stamps sheet of 50, state birds and flowers
two sheets of 50, 2005 Chinese New Year mini sheet and a
Lewis and Clark special booklet. Also includes USPS stamped
postcards sets of the Simpsons, tropical birds, ballet, trains
and adoption. Also 1996 Summer games booklet, with FDC
from various countries, WWII commemorative souvenir sheet,
2001 Heroes sheet of 20, Bugs Bunny souvenir sheet and
a 2004 UPU presentation page. Last are album pages with
some used but mostly mint never hinged. We saw mint Looney Tunes die cut souvenir sheet, coil pairs, F & H Stamp
booklets, Tweety Bird Souvenir sheet, and many others in
mint never hinged condition mainly from 1980-2000. High
original cost. Very fine.
................................................................................... Est. $350
/** Assortment of Used in Envelopes, Glassines, etc.
Contains a good selection of precancels, some Revenues and
more. Includes #730 x22 and 731 x2 imperf souvenir sheets
(no gum as issued) which have a CV of $475 alone.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Foreign -- Collections & Accumulations
1025

/*/** African Countries Collection of Mint and Used,
all on pages, including Somaliland, British Cameroons, Togo,
Zanzibar, Nigeria, Niger Coast, Botswana, Guyana, Zambia,
Zimbabwe, Ghana, Uganda, Kenya, Equatorial Guinea, Lesotho, Burundi, Malawi, British Central Africa, Oil Rivers, Gambia and a few others. Range is from QV to 1990s, but many
are post-independence era countries. Thousands of stamps,
fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $200

1026

/* Angola Collection 1870 to 1975, Half Mint and half
used mounted by Scott numbers. Many hundreds of stamps
all neatly hinged on 8.5 x 11 inch approval pages in a box.
Owners catalogue is $2800. Mostly fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $200

1027

/*/** Antigua Collection of Mint and Used, 1860s to
1990s, all on pages, with many sets and singles, often seen
in mint and used, we note nice used multiples, etc. Nice collection.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1028

/*/** Arab Countries Collection of Mint and Used, all
neatly displayed on pages plus stock pages, with United Arab
Emirates, Ajman, Abu-Dhabi, Aden, Manama, Oman, Qatar,
Fujeira, Dubai (includes unlisted imperforates) Dhufar, Umm
Al Qiwain, Egypt and Liberia, Israel (incl. covers, tabs, etc.),
Iran, Iraq, Afghanistan, Kuwait, Sharjah (and dependencies),
Jordan, Lebanon, South Arabia, Yemen, Morocco, Ras al
Khaima, Saudi Arabia, Bahrain and Syria, with lots of topical interest, early issues to modern, blocks, souvenir sheets,
etc. There is good value in Egypt, with several sets, souvenir
sheets, early issues, mint corner blocks, etc. Overall fine or
better.
................................................................................... Est. $400

1029

/*/** Ascension Collection of Mint and Used, 1920s to
1980s, all on pages, with a mix of mint and used, we note
complete 1934 set hinged, KGVI 10sh and much more. Fine
or better.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1030

/*/** Asia Collection of Mint and Used in Two Albums,
with a binder full of Asian countries, we note used classics to
modern mint NH, Japan, China, Hong Kong, PRC, etc. Also a
stockbook of Malaysia with a good selection (duplicated) of
early issues to KGV plus a few other Asian countries
................................................................................... Est. $150

1031

/*/** Asian Countries Collection of Mint and Used, all
on pages and stock pages, with Mongolia, Tannu Tuva, Manchukuo, North Borneo, Cambodia, Bhutan, Burma, China
(incl. PRC, we note used strip of 3 of 798b), Laos, Viet Nam,
Thailand, Korea and an extensive collection of Malaysia and
States. We note a mix of used and mint, with singles, sets,
souvenir sheets, lots of topicals as well as early issues, etc.
Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $300

1032

/*/** Australia Collection of Mint and Used, 1913 to
2000, all on hundreds of pages, starting with Roos (up to
10sh, with postmarks, etc.), KGV (4 full pages, with high values, postmarks, a cover, etc), these unchecked by us as to
watermarks, etc. We note several booklets, souvenir sheets,
complete sets, se-tenant multiples, small and large mint or
used multiples, maximum cards, lots of postage dues, official
and private perfins and lots more. A very nice collection, with
overall nice quality and many extras included.
................................................................................... Est. $400

1033

/*/** Australia Accumulation of Stock Sheets, 1970s2000s, includes Queen Elizabeth II Silver Jubilee issues,
Charles & Diana Royal Wedding and an Australia grouping.
Note some imperforate issues in the Royalty topicals, also a
set of 5 Greenpeace miniature sheets. Mix of mint and used,
with lots of never hinged. Mostly very fine.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1041

(*)/*/** Austria 1932-1938 Lot of Mint, Mostly in Sets,
includes #354-389 (missing #372, 380), B122/B164, J139/
J174, mixed NH, hinged and unused no gum (most of first
set). The NH includes train set, 1936 Olympic high value,
1937 physician , etc. Also includes but not counted some duplicates.
............................................................................Scott US$307

1034

/* Australia and New Zealand Collection and Stock of
Mint and Used, in 2 albums and a stockbook, with many early
issues (incl. Roos and KGV) plus several pages of States, up
to modern. We note many nice postmarks. Also included are
2 stockbooks full of New Zealand, mostly modern used. Thousands in all and mostly fine or better with faults on some of
the early issues.
................................................................................... Est. $150

1042

/*/** Bahamas Collection of Mint and Used, 1860s to
2000, all on pages, starting with several QV issues to the £.
Also many complete mint sets to the £, note several QEII mint
corner sheet singles, back of the book, etc. Fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $200

1043

 Barbados Selection of 48 Victoria Issues, 1852-1882,
includes 43 Britannia issues, including imperf, etc. Condition
is mixed, as many have trimmed perfs, etc. High catalogue
value. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1044

/*/** Barbados Collection of Mint and Used, 1860s to
1990s, all on pages, with a nice selection of early issues,
then mostly complete sets, often both mint and used, saw
many used multiples, modern marginals and multiples, also
6 glassines full of commemoratives in bundles. Overall fine or
better.
................................................................................... Est. $150

1045

/*/** Belgium Collection of Mint and Used on 10 Stock
Pages (including 7 double sided). Appear to be all different
and includes souvenir sheets, classics, complete sets, sheetlets, semi postals, booklet panes etc. Owners Scott catalog
value is $1,250. Overall a nice collection, fine to very fine.
........................................................................Scott US$1,250

1046

 Belgium #6/16 Group of Early Used Issues, on a two-sided stock page, with #s (identified and priced by owner) 6, 6b,
7, 7b, 10b, 11b, 14c, 15c, 16c and 16e, each with a quantity of copies, total stamps coming to 40 singles plus 4 pairs.
Overall very good to fine.
........................................................................... Scott US$665

1047

/* Belgium and Colonies Collections of Mint and Used,
1850s to 1990s, all neatly displayed on pages. We note a
good variety of different issues, with many sets, high denominations, etc. lots of nice cancels, topicals, souvenir sheets,
back of the book (we note #B178 souvenir sheet hinged in
margin), etc. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $200

1048

/*/* Bermuda Collection of Mint and Used, 1870s to
1980s, all neatly displayed on pages. We note a good variety
of sets and singles from QV and on, many sets (mostly complete) are shown both mint and used, many modern stamps
are in blocks of 4 or larger, mostly with plate inscriptions, a
number of sets in the $100 range or more, also includes an
envelope full of unsorted off paper plus a cigar box of 1950s
and 60s bundleware. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $300

1049

** Biafra #6/16 1968 Sovereign Biafra Issue Mint Plate
Blocks, all never hinged and overprinted on Nigerian stamps.
SG numbers 4-6, 9-10, 12-16 in corner blocks of four. Seldom
seen country. Owners catalogue is £372. Fine to Very fine.
.....................................................................................SG £372

1050

/*/** British Caribbean Countries Collection of Mint
and Used, all on pages, from QV to QEII, includes Anguilla,
Barbuda, Br. Virgin Islands, St Lucia, St. Christopher and others. We note many topicals, sets and singles, inspection is
recommended.
................................................................................... Est. $200

1035

1036

1037

 Australian States Collection of Mostly Used, all neatly
displayed on pages. We note a higher than average percentage of nice postmarks throughout, may high values, good
variety, some covers, all unchecked by us for watermarks or
other varieties. Also includes a collection of Australian Antarctic Territories. A nice lot.
................................................................................... Est. $250
** Austria Lot of Nine Mint Never Hinged Sets, 1932-1937,
all complete and includes 1936 Construction Workers, 1937
Steamships and Trains, 1932 Steipel, 1933 and 1935 overprints (one low value creased), 1935 Military, 1936 Inventors
and 1937 Physicians. Fresh and generally very fine.
........................................................................... Scott US$494
*/** Austria Mint Collection in Stockbook, 1918 to 2003,
with a selection of Austria-Hungary pre-1918. Approximately
750 stamps neatly arranged in stockbook with a few duplicates. Includes 1949 Child Welfare and 1951 Reconstruction
among more notable sets, overall fine-very fine. Owner’s CV
$720 (CDN-Austria Netto Katalog, 2013), not including Austria-Hungary issues.
................................................................................ Netto $720

1038

/*/** Austria Large Accumulation of Mint and Used all
In Glassines, some are identified as per Scott number, unchecked by us for any postmarks or varieties, etc. Many thousands in all. Classics to modern including a variety of back of
the book. Likely to be a very high catalogue value and better
items as this is from a highly specialized collection. Inspection recommended. We note better than average condition.
................................................................................... Est. $200

1039

/*/** Austria Highly Specialized Collection, 1850s to
Modern. All in 8 large stockbooks, a Schaubek Specialized
album and on hundreds of stock pages and album pages.
This collection was many years in the making and includes
many highly specialized studies on mostly early issues such
as printings, papers, postmarks, varieties, watermarks, etc.
We note many souvenir sheets, full sheets. Back of the book
includes advanced postage dues, territories, occupations,
(Bosnia fills one binder) and much more. Likely over a hundred thousands, with some duplication (mostly in the stockbooks). Very high catalogue value and better items as this is
a highly specialized collection. Inspection recommended. We
note better than average over all condition.
................................................................................Est. $4,000

1040

/* Austria Collection of Mint and Used, on several hundred pages, with a good selection of early issues (we note
many nice cancels), with a mix of mint and used (sometimes
both), we note many mint and used blocks, perfins, nice postmarks, lots of back of the book, and lots more. Thousands of
stamps and extensive collection in nice condition.
................................................................................... Est. $200

103

1051

/* British Central Africa Collection of Mint and Used Issues to KEVII, on a stock sheet, mostly mint (5 used out of 33
stamps), overall fine. Owner’s Scott catalogue value is $655.
........................................................................... Scott US$655

1052

** British Commonwealth British Royalty Collections, with
a specialized collection of 1977 QEII Coronation Silver Anniversary in a specialty album (owner paid £100 in 1977) includes mini sheets and souvenir sheets. Also a 1981 Royal
Wedding specialized collection in album, with mostly gutter
pairs, souvenir sheets and mini sheets. Also a small stockbook with Churchill topical stamps, souvenir sheets, covers,
etc. All mint never hinged and very fine.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1053

/*/** British Commonwealth Accumulation in Five
Stockbooks, 1885 to 2000, includes Aden, Ireland, Malta, a
binder of Channel Islands (incl. FDC and mint sets) and some
better Falkland Islands. Overall nice quality lot.
................................................................................... Est. $200

1054

/*/** British Commonwealth Omnibus Mainly Mint Omnibus Sets. King George VI coronation with Hong Kong MH
set, Peace issue almost complete, Red Cross complete never
hinged. Other issues include ITU and Royal visit 1966. Fine to
very fine.
................................................................................... Est. $150

1055

1056

1057

1058

1059

1060

104

/*/** British Commonwealth Collection of A-V Countries in Two Boxes, 1841 and On. Stamps mostly identified
and in 102 dealer cards or glassines. Strength in Great Britain note #3, 82 and 289 used, also Australia, Bahamas and
Barbados. Overall fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $200
/*/** British Commonwealth Accumulation in 32-page
Stockbook, etc., 1902 and Later. in envelopes, glassines,
etc. Note some better early Niue and Penrhyn in the stockbook as well as other Commonwealth material. Also air letters, New Zealand Peace issue booklet and other odds and
ends. Early mint is hinged, later material appears NH. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100
/*/** British Commonwealth Box Lot with Victoria-era
and Later Material, with stamps from around the Commonwealth including Canada. Note Canada #14 used, a good selection of mint never hinged Australia, sets and part sets in
glassines, identified by Scott, etc. Inspect for better items.
.................................................................................... Est $100
/*/** British Commonwealth Collection of Omnibus Issue, 1935 to 1946, includes the 1935 KGV Silver Jubilee in
used or mint hinged, missing 20 stamps to be complete, also
complete sets of the 1937 Coronation and 1946 Peace issues, all mint hinged. Also a 1981 Royal Wedding collection
in an S.G. album, all mint never hinged.
.................................................................................... Est $150
/* British Commonwealth Falkland Islands in a Stockbook and 2nd Stockbook of Various British Commonwealth.
Falkland catalogs $555 by owner for 105 mostly used stamps
#42/94 with duplicates such as 41 copies of #85B and 28 of
#91. The other stockbook includes several omnibus issues,
Queen Victoria GB, Canada, etc, a few hundred mostly used.
Mostly fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $150
/* British Commonwealth Group of Five Stamps with
Varieties, 1912-1941, all listed in Stanley Gibbons. Includes
St. Helena #99b the “torn flag” variety, Somaliland Protectorate #87k the “kite and vertical log” variety and three used
stamps, Barbados #252ba the “line above horses head” variety, perf 14 (short perf) and Cyprus #76a and 77a both with
“broken triangle at bottom left” variety. Scarce group.
.....................................................................................SG £535

1061

/* British Commonwealth Collection of Mint and Used
in Three Albums, from Queen Victoria to George V, in old
time Stanley Gibbons albums with stamps on the right and
descriptions and illustrations on left facing pages. We note
many better items, nice postmarks, nice overall quality and
high catalogue value.
................................................................................... Est. $400

1062

/* British East Africa Collection of Mint and Used, 1890
to 1903, on several album pages, mostly used, includes Zanzibar overprinted issues overall fine. Owner’s Scott catalogue
value is $845.
........................................................................... Scott US$845

1063

 British East Africa #88/98 Small Group of Early Used
Zanzibar Overprinted Issues, with 6 stamps (5 diff), all datestamped, mostly with squared circles, overall fine. Owner’s
Scott catalogue value is $495.
........................................................................... Scott US$495

1064

/* British Guiana Stockbook of Early. About 300 Seal of
the Colony stamps plus others in a stockbook. Mostly used,
unchecked by us for postmarks or varieties. Mostly fine.
................................................................................... Est. $150

1065

/* British Guiana #162c/165c Small Group of Mint and
Used Specimen Ship Issues, all perforated with diagonal
SPECIMEN, with 7 stamps (2x 1c and 2x 2c, all cancelled
except one), overall fine. Owner’s Stanley Gibbons catalogue
value is £545.
.....................................................................................SG £545

1066

/*/** British Honduras Collection of Mint and Used, on a
double-sided stock page, mix of mint and used with a little duplication, overall fine. Owner’s Scott catalogue value is $679.
............................................................................Scott US$697

1067

/*/** British Islands Collection of Mint and Used, all on
pages, with Seychelles, New Hebrides, Gilbert & Ellice, Tuvalu, Solomon Islands, Tonga, New Guinea, British Indian Ocean
Territory, Samoa, Christmas Islands, Fiji, Cook Islands, Tristan
de Cunha, Nevis, Pitcairn Islands, Leeward Islands, Norfolk
Island and others. We note many better sets and singles, from
QV to QEII era, nice overall quality.
................................................................................... Est. $200

1068

/*/** British Southern African Countries Collection of
Mint and Used, all on pages, with Stellaland, Transvaal, Zululand, Swaziland, Rhodesia, Nyasaland, Natal, Bechuanaland,
Basutoland, South West Africa, Orange River Colony, Kenya &
Uganda, Northern and Southern Nigeria, Northern and Southern Rhodesia and Tanganyaka. We note QV to QEII, many nice
postmarks, complete sets, modern mint, etc. Overall nice collection.
................................................................................... Est. $200

1069

/* British South Africa #1/42 Small Group of Mint and
Used, on two black stock cards, with 24 stamps, little duplication of some, we note #41 (a forgery not counted in CV)
and 42 (used, cv $250), overall fine. Owner’s Scott catalogue
value is $960.
........................................................................... Scott US$960

1070

** British Antarctic Territory Corner Blocks 2001-2012.
Fresh collection in complete sets mainly in imprint corner
blocks, mostly complete for the period in a stockbook. Saw
values to £5 and a few souvenir sheets. Owners Scott value
was $1,545. Huge new issue cost. All very fine.
................................................................................... Est. $350

1071

/* Cape of Good Hope Collection of Mint and Used,
1860s to 1900s, mostly used on 5 pages, includes a page of
revenues to the 10sh, some Griqualand West, a few triangles,
nice postmarks, etc. Overall fine.
................................................................................... Est. $150

1072

/*/** Cayman Islands Collection of Mint and Used,
1900s to 1990s, al on pages, with some sets up to the 10sh.,
also 1950 set complete NH, QEII sets to the £1, many modern
sets with sheet margins, etc. Overall nice quality collection.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1082

/* Eastern Europe Box with Three Volume Poland Collection, 1919 to 1980’s, and 2 volume Czechoslovakia collection. Mix of mint, C.T.O. and postally used. Mostly fine or
better.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1073

/*/** Ceylon Collection of Mint and Used Queen Victoria
Issues, on a stock page, between #96 and 157, mix of mint
and used with a little duplication, we note a mint plate block
of 12 of the of 3c on 38c issue, overall fine. Owner’s Scott
catalogue value is $950.
........................................................................... Scott US$950

1083

* Eastern Rumelia #26 1885 5p red with black Overprint,
mint hinged, with short perfs and a small thin, else a scarce
stamp. Accompanied by a 2015 Sergio Sismondo certificate
stating “the gum and paper are somewhat toned”.
........................................................................... Scott US$675

1084
1074

** China (PRC) Mint Never Hinged Dealer Stock, to 1987,
all in 102 cards or black stock cards, from #198 to 2074A. A
little duplication and appears to be all NH. Owner’s catalogue
value is $875.
............................................................................Scott US$875

/*/** Ecuador Two Collections. First on Minkus specialty
pages, 1865-1990 mint mainly hinged and used. Plus a Scott
speciality album 1872-1964 mint hinged and used with back
of the book. Over 1000 stamps. Mainly fine.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1085
1075

/* China (PRC) Collection of Mostly Mint and Used,
1950-1965. Housed on Specialty Great Wall Pages. We note
several sets, high values, CTO, airmails, topicals, North East
and Central China issues. Overall fine or better.
........................................................................... Scott US$613

/*/** Europe Collection of Mint and Used, all neatly displayed on pages plus a few stock cards of duplicates. With
Danzig, Greece, Spain, Helligoland, Crete, Luxembourg, Monaco and Liechtenstein. Good variety from early to modern,
nice postmarks, etc. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1076

/* China (PRC) Collection of Mint and Used, 1950s to
1960s. Displayed on album pages. We note 12 different complete sets, we note the complete 1963 butterflies set used,
etc. About half are CTO, the balance are mint. Overall fine or
better.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1086

/*/** Europe (Eastern) Collection of Mint and Used in
Seven Albums or Stockbooks, mostly on quadrille pages
plus others in stockpages, etc, with Hungary (1874 and on),
Yugoslavia (nice collection, neatly written up, 1919 and on),
Czechoslovakia (1918 and on), Poland (1919 and on), Romania (1890 and on) and Russia (in two albums)
................................................................................... Est. $100

1077

/*/** China (PRC) #57/4158 Dealers Stock of Mint,
1950 to 2013 all in 102 cards housed in four bulging dealer
books. Each card is identified as per Scott number and current Scott catalogue value. We note duplication of some up to
4 copies. Contains souvenir sheets, complete sets, se-tenant
multiples, popular topics, semi-postals, etc. The great majority are MNH, a very few are used. Very nice quality lot, very
fine.
........................................................................ Scott US$5,089

1087

/*/** Europe (Eastern) Collection of Mint and Used in
Nine Albums, or stockbooks, with Austria (1890 and on),
Switzerland (small stockbook heavily duplicated), Spain (album plus stockbook), Netherlands (album and stockbook),
Portugal and Colonies (stockbook), Norway (album) and Belgium (album). Overall nice condition and fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1088

/*/** Falkland Islands Collection of Mint and Used,
1870s to 1980s, all on pages, we note 1935 Jubilee set NH,
QEII set to the £1 mint, mint blocks, marginal singles, gutter
pairs, Dependencies including all 4 of the 1944 Island sets,
etc. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1089

/* Finland Mostly Used Collection on Quadrille Pages,
starting at #4, then on to 2011 with souvenir sheets, sets,
singles, followed by used blocks and semi-postals, etc. A nice
clean collection and fine or better.
........................................................................ Scott US$2,838

1090

** France Lot of Five Different Red Cross Vignette Booklets, printed by La Croix Rouge Française, and each stamp
valued at “5c Canadiens”. “Les grands aviateurs”, “Centenaire de Napoléon”, “Les belles provinces de France”, “Les
villes martyres” and “les Présidents de la République”. Very
fresh and very fine.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1091

 France Small Stockbook Packed Full of Used Stamps,
1852 to 2000, includes regular issues plus semi-postals and
airmails. Note lots of nice c.d.s. cancels, mostly very fine. A
nice lot.
........................................................................ Scott US$1,976

1092

/*/** France Collection of Mint and Used, 1850s to
1990s, all neatly displayed on pages. We note a good variety
of different, with many sets, lots of nice cancels, revenues,
perfins, stock pages of mint (with stamps cataloguing up to
$20 each), cinderellas, back of the book, a few covers, etc.
Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $200

1078

/* Columbia #35/955 Collection of Mint and Used,
1865-1985, all mounted on computer generated pages in a
thick binder, with more used than mint. Regular issues appear more than half complete in period. Airmail issues (1921
to 1997) look about 90% or more complete. Also includes a
good quantity of different back of the book issues. A nice,
clean collection, with overall nice quality.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1079

/*/** Cyprus Collection of Mint and Used, 1880s to
1990s, all on pages, with many better sets and singles, we
note #87 (mint with small tear, cat. $425), 159 (used), mint
blocks, 1979 year set, modern used, etc. Also a stock sheet
filled with duplicates. A nice collection.
................................................................................... Est. $150

1080

/*/** Dominica Collection of Mint and Used, 1879 to
1970s, all neatly mounted on pages, many sets are represented in both mint and used, we note many used 1960s
blocks and plate blocks, souvenir sheets, gutter pairs, topicals, etc. Fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1081

/*/** Eastern European Countries Collection of Mint
and Used, all neatly displayed on hundreds of pages. With
Czechoslovakia, Ukraine (note mint blocks, imperforates,
etc.), Hungary (note imperf S/S B130 Cat. $70), Romania,
Slovenia, Albania, Estonia, Bosnia, Bulgaria, Yugoslavia, Belarus, Latvia, Croatia, Central Lithuania, Poland and many
others, with topicals, good ranges of years, a few good covers,
etc. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $250

105

1093

1094

/*/** France Collection of Mostly Mint, 1980-1999,
all neatly displayed on black stock pages in four binders.
We note singles, se-tenant multiples, souvenir sheets, many
booklets (both of definitives and commemoratives), and
more. Appears close to complete for period and owner’s face
value for these is 4,462 French Francs. Also includes an old
time used collection on 26 large quadrille pages (catalogued
by owner at $1,917), starting with Ceres and Napoleon perforated, then Peace and Commerce and so on, with a high level
of completion up to about 1940, including back of the book.
We note several better cancels, high values cataloguing in the
$50 to $80 range, etc. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $400
/*/** France #1/108 Collection of Mint and Used, 1849
to 1900, on Lighthouse hingeless pages 1 to 5. A very nice
collection, which includes extra shades, difficult to find and
valuable stamps, etc. Used up to 1860, then mix of mint and
used to the end. The 1849-50 imperforates are very presentable, with mostly all 4 margins except for #s 1 and 2 which are
cut into. #10 is lovely appearing with large margins but has
a small thin. The Second Empire (1853-60) set are all very
fine and all of the following perforated stamps are mostly fine
or better, with the odd small fault or short perf, but includes
expensive stamps, including many mint. Missing all Bordeaux
issues, but complete after that (1871 to 1900). A valiant effort for completeness and much better quality than is usually
seen in this difficult period. All pages are scanned online.
......................................................................Scott US$12,706

1095

 France #3/63 Collection of 34 Used Classics, 18491875, note some Bordeaux issues. A highly presentable
group, imperforates are all four margins, all very fine.
........................................................................Scott US$1,460

1096

*/** France #109/419 Collection of Mint, 1900 to 1940,
all on hingeless Lighthouse pages, with a mix of hinged and
never hinged, and includes many better sets and singles such
as the PEXIP souvenir sheet (hinged in margins), complete
Pasteur, complete surcharged Pasteur and Sowers, 1923
Bordeaux Philatelic Congress overprint, complete from 1937
to 1940. Sets that are mixed hinged and never hinged were
catalogued as all hinged, so actual catalogue value will be
higher. Overall nice quality and fine or better with more than
usual never hinged stamps.
........................................................................ Scott US$4,640

1097

** France #274a/B443a 1952-70 Collection of Semi
Postal Complete Booklets, mint never hinged, fresh and
complete in range. Scott only lists a few of these as complete
booklets, so catalogue value is mostly for booklet panes, as
listed. Very fine.
........................................................................Scott US$1,140

1098

** France #400/1295 Collection of Mint Never Hinged,
1940 to 1971, all on hingeless Lighthouse pages in an album, complete in range, all never hinged except for a few,
and includes all the Famous Men series, definitive series,
semi-postals, many expensive sets, a #1024 fluorescent paper Gallic Cock (a used copy - priced at $750 in Scott but not
mentioned whether mint or used), a 1964 Philatec complete
sheet, B157a strip, and much more. Nice quality collection
and overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $750

1099

106

*/** France #C1/C42 1927-1969 Collection of Air Mail
Issues, all mint, never hinged except for C1 and C2 (these
hinged) and missing only C3, C4 and C15-C17 in range. Generally very fine.
........................................................................Scott US$1,508

1100

/*/** France #Q1/Q180 Collection of Mint and Used
Parcel Stamps, with a mix of mint and used, including the
scarce Q1 (unused, crease) and 34 different other issues including better. Also includes some telegraph issues, newspaper stamps, radio issues and a 10c Chamber of Commerce.
Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $250

1101

** France and Colonies Lot of 55 Complete Mint Never
Hinged Sheets. All housed in a Uni-Safe sheet file, from five
different countries: France (#2291/2491), New Caledonia
(#643/664, C238), French Polynesia (#541/619), Wallis
& Futuna (#410/448, C167/C175). Also includes (but not
counted in CV) a number of France coil strips and four Andorra sheets. Includes owners inventory. A few sheets have
up to two copies, the rest are all different. Fresh and very fine.
........................................................................ Scott US$2,509

1102

/*/** France Back of the Book Collection of Mostly
Mint Back of the Book, with Military Franchise “F.M.” overprints (cat $225), 1870-71 Franco-Prussian occupation issues (4 different used values plus a set of 7 different MNH
Hamburg reprints), 2 different Montenegro issues, 2 complete mint sets of 16 of German stamps overprinted Alsace
and Lorraine, plus a collection of 126 different mint and used
German Zone occupation stamps and finally a collection of
MNH Service sets. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $150

1103

 France Book #1 Dealer Stockbook Full of Mint and Used
Imperforate Classics, with #1 to #11, all in 102 cards, each
identified as to Scott # and with dealer’s retail price. We note
a nice selection of shades, postmarks, papers, some early
proofs and essays, a few post-contemporary reprints, SPECIMEN overprints, many scarce stamps, etc. Generally fine, includes very fine and some with faults.
......................................................................... Retail $12,614

1104

/* France Book #2 Dealer Stockbook Full of Mint and
Used Napoléon Imperforates, with #12 to #20, all in 102
cards, each identified as to Scott # and with dealer’s retail
price. We note a nice selection of shades, postmarks, papers,
multiples, many scarce stamps, etc. Generally fine, includes
very fine and some with faults.
......................................................................... Retail $10,154

1105

/*/** France Book #3 Dealer Stockbook Full of Mint and
Used Napoléon Perforated, with #22 to #37, all in 102 cards,
each identified as to Scott # and with dealer’s retail price. We
note a nice selection of shades, postmarks, papers, pairs and
strips, many scarce stamps, etc. Generally fine, includes very
fine and some with faults.
............................................................................Retail $9,236

1106

/* France Book #4 Dealer Stockbook Full of Mint and
Used Cérès, with #38 to #59, all in 102 cards, each identified as to Scott # and with dealer’s retail price. We note a
nice selection of shades, postmarks, papers, pairs and strips,
many scarce stamps, etc. Generally fine, includes very fine
and some with faults.
......................................................................... Retail $11,844

1107

/*/** France Book #5 Dealer Stockbook Full of Mint
and Used Peace and Commerce, with #60 to #84, all in 102
cards, each identified as to Scott # and with dealer’s retail
price. We note a nice selection of shades, postmarks, papers,
pairs and strips, many scarce stamps, etc. Generally fine, includes very fine and some with faults.
............................................................................Retail $6,681

1108

/*/** France Book #6 Dealer Stockbook Full of Mint and
Used Peace and Commerce, with #88 to #108, all in 102
cards, each identified as to Scott # and with dealer’s retail
price. We note a nice selection of shades, postmarks, papers,
pairs and strips, many scarce stamps, etc. Generally fine, includes very fine and some with faults.
............................................................................ Retail $6,907

1109

/*/** France Book #7 Dealer Stockbook Full of Mint
and Used, with #110 to #137, all in 102 cards, each identified as to Scott # and with dealer’s retail price. We note a
nice selection of shades, postmarks, papers, pairs and strips,
many scarce stamps, etc. Generally fine, includes very fine
and some with faults.
............................................................................Retail $3,867

1110

/*/** France Book #8 Dealer Stockbook Full of Mostly
Mint, with #138 to #196, all in 102 cards, each identified
as to Scott # and with dealer’s retail price. We note a nice
selection of shades, mix of hinged and never hinged, papers,
blocks and multiples, some colour trial proofs, etc. Overall
fine to very fine.
............................................................................ Retail $3,771

1111

/*/** France Book #9 Dealer Stockbook Full of Mint and
Used, with #199 to #314, all in 102 cards, each identified as
to Scott # and with dealer’s retail price. We note a nice selection of shades, mix of hinged and never hinged, papers, sets,
blocks and multiples, varieties, etc. Overall fine to very fine.
............................................................................Retail $7,612

1112

/*/** France Book #10 Dealer Stockbook Full of Mint
and Used, with #319 to #1100, all in 102 cards, each identified as to Scott # and with dealer’s retail price. We note a nice
selection of shades, mix of hinged and never hinged, papers,
sets, blocks, varieties, etc. Overall fine to very fine.
............................................................................Retail $6,269

1113

/*/** France Book #11 Dealer Stockbook Full of Mint
and Used Semi-Officials, with #B1 to #B38, all in 102 cards,
each identified as to Scott # and with dealer’s retail price.
We note a nice selection of shades, mix of hinged and never
hinged, papers, sets, blocks and multiples, varieties, etc.
Overall fine to very fine.
............................................................................Retail $6,726

1114

/*/** France Book #12 Dealer Stockbook Full of Mint
and Used Semi-Officials, with #B43 to #B157, all in 102
cards, each identified as to Scott # and with dealer’s retail
price. We note a nice selection of shades, mix of hinged and
never hinged, papers, sets, blocks, varieties, etc. Overall fine
to very fine.
............................................................................Retail $4,062

1115

/*/** France Book #13 Dealer Stockbook Full of Mostly
Mint Semi-Officials, with #B161 to #B572, all in 102 cards,
each identified as to Scott # and with dealer’s retail price.
We note a nice selection of shades, mix of hinged and never
hinged, papers, many sets, a corner block, etc. Overall fine to
very fine.
............................................................................Retail $4,858

1116

/*/** France Book #14 Dealer Stockbook Full of Mint
and Used Airmails, with #C1 to #C59, all in 102 cards, each
identified as to Scott # and with dealer’s retail price. We note
a nice selection of shades, mix of hinged and never hinged,
sets, varieties, etc. Overall fine to very fine.
............................................................................Retail $6,219

1117

/*/** France Book #15 Dealer Stockbook Full of Mint
and Used Postage Dues, with #J3 to #J97, plus #M1 to M7,
all in 102 cards, each identified as to Scott # and with dealer’s retail price. We note a nice selection of shades, mix of
hinged and never hinged, a few blocks, varieties, etc. Overall
fine to very fine.
............................................................................Retail $6,915

1118

/*/** France Book #16 Dealer Stockbook Full of Mint
and Used Precancels Telegraph and Booklets, with #P25
to #2283, P3 to P8 and a range of booklets, mostly all in
102 cards, each identified as to Scott or Yvert & Tellier # and
with dealer’s retail price. We note a mix of hinged and never
hinged, sets, blocks, varieties, etc. Overall fine to very fine.
............................................................................Retail $5,286

1119

*/** France Book #17 Dealer Stockbook Full of Mint Dated Corner Blocks and BofB, all in 102 cards, each identified
as to Scott or Yvert # and with dealer’s retail price. We note
a mix of hinged and never hinged, blocks, etc. Overall fine to
very fine.
............................................................................Retail $3,588

1120

/*/** France Book #18 Dealer Stockbook Full of Mint
and Used Back of the Book, with vignettes, charity labels,
unofficial air mail stamps, Scott #N1 to N58, liberation overprints and more, each identified as to catalogue # and with
dealer’s retail price. Overall fine to very fine.
............................................................................Retail $7,940

1121

/*/** France Book #19 Dealer Stockbook Full of Mint
and Used Varieties, from early Napoléon issues to modern,
all in 102 cards, each identified as to Scott # and with dealer’s retail price. We note a nice selection of different mostly
listed varieties. Overall fine to very fine.
............................................................................Retail $4,895

1122

 France Book #20 Dealer Stockbook Bulging with Paris
Star Cancels, all in 102 cards, each identified as to Scott
# and with dealer’s retail price. We note a nice selection of
different numbers on different stamp issues and denominations, some scarce to rare, etc. Overall fine to very fine and
rarely offered.
............................................................................Retail $5,838

1123

 France Book #21 Dealer Stockbook Full of Specialty
Cancellations, 1840s to 1890s all in 102 cards, each identified as to Scott # and with dealer’s retail price. We note a nice
selection of shades, good variety of different cancels such
as c.d.s., small and large numbers in dotted lozenges, many
rarely seen or offered, etc.. Overall fine to very fine.
............................................................................Retail $5,020

1124

*/** France Book #22 Dealer Stockbook Full of Mint Imperforate Issues, with #471 to #1484, all in 102 cards, each
identified as to Scott # and with dealer’s retail price. We note
a high proportion being marginal copies, many with lathework
(burelage), and most appear to be never hinged. Overall very
fine.
............................................................................Retail $5,589

1125

*/** France Book #23 Dealer Stockbook Full of Mint Imperforate Issues, with #1505 to #2136, B174 to B562 plus
a number of back of the book, including some proofs, all in
102 cards, each identified as to Scott # and with dealer’s retail price. We note a high proportion being marginal copies,
many with lathework (burelage), and most appear to be never
hinged. Overall very fine.
............................................................................Retail $4,653

107

1126

*/** France Liberation Collection of Mint Libération Overprints, with Annemasse NH set of 10 (missing 2f40 value),
Bordeaux NH Type II set of 11, Chambery NH set of 6 Famous
Men (scarce), Lyon set of 15 (hinged and NH) and Pons Type
II NH set of 12. Many of these are signed, some twice and
overall fine or better.
..............................................................................Yvert €2,390

1127

/*/** France Collection of Mint and Used Postage Dues,
with J3 to J23, then J26 to J105. Early issues are mixed used
and mint (some have no gum), with the used often with nice
c.d.s. cancels, then mostly mint with some never hinged. We
cannot attest for the authenticity of #J23 and J26-28. Condition is mixed, especially on higher values, still overall fine.
........................................................................ Scott US$5,044

1128

(*)/*/** France Collection of Mint and Unused Precancels, from Yvert #24 to 32, then #39 to 133 complete (missing the €6,000 #69). The early POSTES PARIS are all without
gum (catalogued as such) and #24 is signed by Roger Calves.
From #39 to 133 there is a mix of no gum, hinged and never
hinged. Condition varies, especially on the higher value items,
else overall fine.
..............................................................................Yvert €2,652

1129

1130

1131

** French Africa Two Sheet Albums of 1970s Imperforate
Multiples. Mainly panes and part panes from French African
stamps normally perforated, all mint never hinged. Owners
catalogue for perforated issues is $5972. Mostly complete
sets with over 70 different from Burkina Faso, Congo, Guinea
and Togo. Lots of great topicals for resale such as animals,
flowers, soccer, etc. Many hundreds. Very fine.
................................................................................... Est. $250
/* French Africa Collection of Mostly Modern Mint and
Used, all neatly displayed on pages. We note over 15 different
countries, with many sets, lots of topicals, souvenir sheets,
etc. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $100
/*/** French Colonies Collection of Mint and Used,
1880s to 1990s, all neatly displayed on hundreds of pages.
We note a good variety of different countries, with many sets,
high denominations, etc. lots of nice cancels, topicals, a few
modern imperforates, etc. We note stock pages and glassines
with duplicates, Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $250

1132

/*/** Gambia Collection of Mint and Used, on a doublesided stock page, mix of mint and used with almost no duplication, overall fine. Owner’s Scott catalogue value is $529.
........................................................................... Scott US$529

1133

/* Germany In 2 Stockbooks and 2 Albums. First album
is a thick 3 ring binder with many hundreds including German
states, Baden, Bavaria and Germany starting with 1875 to
2002, mainly used. Includes back of book, a nice collection.
Second binder is all DDR with hundreds of used up to 1972.
The two large stock books contain DDR mostly used with first
issue to 1980, includes some souvenir sheets and lots of
great topicals. The 1953 Karl Marx souvenir sheets of 4 and 6
stamps perforated and imperforate are included, #144a and
#146a, but with marginal faults, otherwise fine to very fine.
................................................................................... Est. $400

1134

108

/* Germany Group of Better Stamps and Souvenir
Sheets, 1936-1955, includes #B90 mint hinged, B91-B92
both with Olympic cancels, B102 unused no gum, 664a the
1949 Hanover sheet x3, 2 are used (one with minor faults)
and 1 unused no gum (faults), B310-313 and B311-313 used
with key value. Also 2 D.D.R. souvenir sheets, B21a used and
#243a mint (glazed gum).
........................................................................Scott US$1,144

1135

/* Germany Collection in Four Volumes, 1889 to 1980’s,
all hinged on album pages. Mixed of mint and used. Includes
German States, D.D.R., Saar, Danzig, Bohemia & Moravia and
Poland General Government. Also one volume of Austria collection, we note #B167-170 mint hinged and #C60 x2 both
used. Overall fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1136

/** Germany Sheet Album with over 60 Complete
Sheets. Most CTO. Note MNH sheet of Germany #10N43
1948 80pf dark blue, two sheets of 50 each of #117, 2 mark
brown catalogued $3.25 each. Rest of the items are CTO DDR
definitives in sheets of 100 with marginal inscriptions from
mid to late 1950s. Duplicates of some sheets. Unchecked by
us for varieties. Fine to very fine.
................................................................................... Est. $200

1137

/*/** Germany and Area Collection of Mint and Used in
Two Albums and Two Stockbooks, from early issues to modern, including some States, DDR, not much duplication in the
stockbooks, overall fine.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1138

/*/** Gibraltar Collection of Mint and Used, 1880s to
all on pages, with sets in mint and used, modern booklets,
souvenir sheets, etc. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1139

/* Gibraltar Collection of Mint and Used KGV Issues, on
a stock page, mix of mint and used with a little duplication,
overall fine. Owner’s Scott catalogue value is $580.
........................................................................... Scott US$580

1140

/* Gibraltar #3/19 Small Group of Mint and Used QV Issues, on a black stock card, with 9 stamps (8 diff), overall
fine. Owner’s Scott catalogue value is $678.
........................................................................... Scott US$678

1141

/*/** Gold Coast Collection of Mint and Used, 1884 to
1960s, all on pages, with nice early postmarks, mix of mint
and used, 1937 wedding in mint never hinged blocks, a few
revenues up to 2/6, and more. Overall nice quality.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1142

/*/** Gold Coast Collection of Mint and Used, on three
stock pages, between #38 and 106, mostly used with a little
duplication (some are listed varieties), we note many c.d.s.
postmarks, overall fine. Owner’s Scott catalogue value is
$813.
........................................................................... Scott US$813

1143

** Great Britain Box of Mint New Issues in Presentation
Packs, from the 1960s to the early 2000s, with a few hundred, mostly different packs. Majority are still sealed and
there is a huge face value. Very fine.
................................................................................... Est. $200

1144

** Great Britain Collection of 215 Machin Booklets, all
neatly displayed on stock sheets in a binder, appear to be
all different, mostly small size but includes a few larger. Very
clean collection with high face value.
................................................................................... Est. $250

1145

** Great Britain Mint Booklet Collection, 1963 to 1999, on
stock pages with 49 pre-decimal and decimal booklets. Nothing exceptional but nicely laid out and clean. Generally very
fine. Owner’s CV £397 (SG/GB Concise, 2012).
...................................................................................S.G. £397

1146

** Great Britain Decimal Postage Lot Face £105, plus a
few non decimal Machins. Includes booklets, panes, coil
strips, etc. Values up to the £1.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1147

1148

*/** Great Britain Collection and Stock of Mint Issues,
1887 to 2005, in 2 stockbooks, on stock pages and in one
album. The album contains a collection on quadrille pages
from 1924 to 2005 with singles, sets, souvenir sheets, etc.
The stockbooks contain many blocks (including with plate inscriptions), singles, sets and souvenir sheets. Appears to be
mainly never hinged and very fine.
................................................................................... Est. $150
 Great Britain Small Group of Mainly Used QV Issues,
starting with a Penny Black (3 margins), a few other imperforate issues, then onto perforated penny reds (several dozens), then later QV issues. We note nice postmarks (including
Maltese Cross, numerals, etc.). We note a wooden cigar box
with QV to KEVII bundleware. Also includes more modern, including possible phosphor varieties, unchecked by us. A few
faults, still overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1149

 Great Britain Collection of Used in Two Albums, all neatly
displayed on quadrille pages, starting with imperforate Penny
Reds and up to the 2000s. One album has every stamp identified by SG number. Both appear to have mostly commemoratives and show a good variety of issues, with a little duplication. Overall fine or better and mostly fresh.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1150

 Great Britain Collection of 1d Reds, 1851-1857, on 3
stock sheets. Note 100+ of #3, some with Maltese Cross cancels. Also a selection of the 1854-1857 issues.
.................................................................................... Est $200

1151

 Great Britain Group of Used High Values, Victoria to QEII,
includes #96, 98-99, 103-105, 107, 108 x3, 140, 223 x2
and 309-312 x2 sets. Also 8 Seahorse issues, all catalogued
as cheapest. Note some short perfs and a few faded stamps,
inspect.
........................................................................ Scott US$3,411

1152

1153

1154

1155

1156

 Great Britain Used Accumulation on Two Stock Pages,
1841-1942, includes Victoria through Edward issues. Owner’s CV is $2,000.
.................................................................................... Est $150
/*/** Great Britain Accumulation of Mostly Mint
Machins, with many booklets, a stockbook (with many cylinder blocks) and many first day and commercial covers. Overall
fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $100
/*/** Great Britain Box Full of Mostly Used Stock, QV to
QEII, in 12 stockbooks and one thick binder containing mostly loose stock pages. We note a great variety of commemoratives, including some mint, good selection of definitives, etc.
Many thousands in all, with heavy duplication of some. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $150
/*/** Great Britain Collection of Mint and Used, QV to
QEII (1970s), all neatly displayed on quadrille pages in two
albums, we note several complete sets and full runs, a few
covers, mix of mint and used, with strength in the 1960s to
1970s. Mostly fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $200
/*/** Great Britain Collection of Stock Sheets, 1864
and On, includes 20 used pairs of #33 from a variety of plates
(condition is mixed) as well as other Victorian, Edward and
KGV issues. All used. Also early used QEII, plus later decimal
issues in both used and mostly mint never hinged. Overall
fine.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1157

/* Great Britain Collection in Stanley Gibbons Devon Album, 1840 to early 2000’s, includes #1 penny black with red
Maltese Cross cancel (cut into), a nice assortment of Victoria
issues including 55 plated #33’s with a mint plate 107, some
faulty. Also includes some Isle of Man. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1158

/* Great Britain Collection on Pages, 1840 to 1990’s,
includes a 3 margin Penny Black, 2-margin #4 plus an assortment of other issues from Edwards to QEII. Mostly fine or
better.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1159

/* Great Britain 8 Page Stockbook of Mostly Used
Machins, to the £2, with duplication of a few dozen of some,
we note some phosphor varieties, etc. Nice clean lot.
..................................................................................... Est. $50

1160

 Great Britain #1 1840 1d black Queen Victoria, used
with black Maltese Cross cancel, 2 margins from position RC,
somewhat grubby. Also a MAY.6.1940 Hamilton, ON Penny
Black centenary envelopes and the 150th Anniversary book
from Royal Mail with the Victoria and QEII Machin issues and
a facsimile Mulready envelope.
........................................................................... Scott US$360

1161

 Great Britain #1 1840 1d black Queen Victoria Imperforates, group of 6 singles, each with a Maltese Cross cancel (3
black and 3 red), margins vary from cut into to large but none
have 4 intact margins. Fine.
........................................................................Scott US$1,920

1162

/* Great Britain #56/222 Collection of Early Issues, on
a double sided stock page, with 55 different stamps (9 are
mint). We note nice cancels, overall fine or better.
........................................................................ Scott US$3,983

1163

 Great Britain #96, 108-109 1883-1884 Queen Victoria
High Values, used, very fine.
........................................................................... Scott US$965

1164

 Great Britain #96, 108, 139-140 Group of Four Early
Used High Values, with #96 (very fine, with London cancel
and RB perfin), 250 (faulty, with 1887 registration cancel),
139 and 140 (both very fine, 5sh has bright colour and London c.d.s.)
........................................................................... Scott US$790

1165

 Great Britain #127-138, 144-145 1902-1910 King Edward Part Set, three part sets to the 1sh value, note a number of c.d.s. cancels, mostly with good colour, fine or better.
........................................................................Scott US$1,137

1166

*/** Great Britain #185-186, 226-229 1924 1d, 1½d KGV
British Empire Exhibition Set, with one set of mint never
hinged marginal blocks (each has one stamp with a tiny toning spot), 2 never hinged singles and 2 hinged singles. Also
includes #226-229 mint Silver Jubilee sets in lower left plate
blocks of 4, each with one top stamp hinged.
........................................................................... Scott US$290

1167

*/** Great Britain #203-204 1925 1d, 1½d KGV British
Empire Exhibition Set, with three mint sets lightly hinged and
three mint sets never hinged, overall fine with some sheet
margins. Also includes (but not counted) two stamps with toning spots.
........................................................................... Scott US$463

1168

** Great Britain Binder of 40 Complete Modern Sheets. All
different, mainly 1st class rates and a few 2nd class, “Smiler
sheets”. Very colorful with tabs and a wide range of topics.
Owner’s catalog is £1116. All fresh very fine.
................................................................................... Est. $400
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1169

/*/** Great Britain Nice Collection in a Stock Book. Better GB, mainly used from Queen Victoria imperf penny reds
to 1970s Machins, values to £5. Many better QV issues including 1sh to 5sh. Few hundred, includes many watermark
varieties, postage dues and officials. Modest duplication and
includes different plates such as over 50 copies of various
penny red plates from 73 to 221. All noted with Stanley Gibbons numbers. Condition varies but mainly fine or better.
Scott catalog value is over $8,000. Generally fine.
................................................................................Est. $1,000

1179

/*/** India and States Collection of Mint and Used, on
pages, with a mix of mint and used, many sets, sheet margin
singles, used blocks, back of the book, officials, revenues, we
note a Gandhi issue (no. 206) with a perfin “RL”, plus a large
envelope of loose duplicates. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $150

1180

/* India and States Collection of Mint and Used, mostly
on quadrille pages, with many SG numbers, from the 1800s
to modern, duplication of some definitives, else a nice variety
with nice cancels, etc. Overall fine, inspect.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1170

** Grenada Fours Stockbooks Full. Mint never hinged in
Owners 2014 Scotts catalogue value was $2,496. Mostly
complete sets from #121 to 3313. Lots of souvenir sheets
and many topicals. Also includes scarce items mentioned in
footnotes below the catalogue listings. Fresh, fine to very fine.
................................................................................... Est. $200

1181

*/** Iran Mint Collection in Stockbook from 1882-2004.
Hundreds of stamps neatly displayed including back of the
book. Now that the embargo is being lifted the popularity of
Iranian stamps should increase. Owners catalogue is $6,170.
Fresh, fine to very fine.
................................................................................... Est. $500

1171

/*/** Grenada Collection of Mint and Used, on three
black stock pages, QV to KGVI, mix of mint and used with
some duplication, including some back of the book, overall
fine. Owner’s Scott catalogue value is $640.
........................................................................... Scott US$640

1182

/*/** Ireland Collection of Mint and Used, 1922 to
2005, with many early overprints, mint and used blocks, mint
marginal singles, a few booklets, back of the book, perfins,
etc. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1172

/*/** Grenada & Grenadines Collection of Mint and
Used, 1873 to 1990s, all mounted on pages, with many
mint or used sets, used blocks, mint corner blocks, souvenir
sheets, etc. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1183

/* Ireland Collection of Mint and Used, 1920s to 2000, all
neatly displayed in a filled 8-page stockbook, with a mix of mint
(including NH) and used and duplication but no more than 5 or
6 of some. Nice variety of issues and very clean collection.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1173

/* Griqualand West Collection of Mint and Used, on a
black stock page, mostly used with a little duplication (some
are SG varieties), we note a few faults (some stamps not
counted in CV), else overall fine. Owner’s SG catalogue value
is £930.
.....................................................................................SG £930

1184

 Italian States Group of Six Imperforate Used Issues, with
Tuscany #4, Sicily #13 and Naples #2-5. All are fine or better.
........................................................................... Scott US$638

1185

/*/** Italy and Colonies Collection of Mint and Used,
1863 to 2000s, all neatly displayed on pages. We note a
good variety of different issues, many Colonies, with many
sets, many stamps cataloguing in the $10 to $80 range
(#124-25 $55, 345-48 $100), etc. Also some glassines with
duplicates, Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $150

1186

/*/** Jamaica Collection of Mint and Used, 1860 to
2000, all neatly displayed on pages and stock pages, from
early issues to modern. We note many high values, mint and
used blocks, many NH corner blocks (many are plate blocks),
gutter pairs, souvenir and mini sheets, lots of nice postmarks,
revenues, perfins and officials, etc. A very nice collection, with
nice quality throughout and high catalogue value.
................................................................................... Est. $350

1187

/* Jamaica Collection of Mint and Used Issues QV to
KGVI, on two double-sided stock sheets, very light duplication
(sometimes a mint and a used), overall fine. Owner’s Scott
catalogue value is $1,052.
........................................................................Scott US$1,052

1188

 Japan On Paper Interesting Vintage Mix in Large Multiples. Range of late 1960 to 1970s definitives and commemoratives, mainly in large multiples up to 500 yen values..
From Japan Stamp Publicity Association, consisting of 10
small sealed boxes each stuffed with on paper mix (mostly
in large panes and multiples), cut close on thin brown paper.
All stuffed into a large box mailed to Canada years ago and
not touched since. Total weight of stamps on paper is approximately 3.7 kg. Seldom seen mix, mainly fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $150

1189

/* Kenya Uganda Tanganyika Collection of Mint and
Used KGVI Issues, on a double-sided stock sheet, with light
duplication(up to 4 copies of some), we note better mint
hinged such as #76a ($130), 81a ($100), 83a ($125), 84a
($110), overall fine. Owner’s Scott catalogue value is $1,063.
........................................................................Scott US$1,063

1174

/*/** Haiti Collection in a Scott Specialty Album. From
first issue to mid 1960’s about 2 thirds complete. Mixed mint
and used with later issues mint never hinged in mounts. Plus
an envelope of extra unsorted stamps. Mostly fine or very fine.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1175

/*/** Hong Kong Collection of Mint and Used, 1865 to
1997, all neatly displayed on pages. We note a good variety of
issues, with many sets, high denominations, etc. such as mint
hinged #91, 92, 96 (cat.$118), many NH souvenir sheets
from the 1990s, nice cancels, etc. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $150

1176

/* Hong Kong Collection of Mint and Used Queen Victoria Issues, on a black stock page, majority are used with
a little duplication, we note many dated c.d.s. and numeral
postmarks, overall fine. Owner’s Scott catalogue value is
$1,395.
........................................................................Scott US$1,395

1177

/*/** Hungary Small Box with Accumulation on Stock
Sheets, 1960’s to 1990’s, with lots of souvenir sheets, etc.
Lots of topicals such as sports, art, trains, etc. Much is C.T.O.
with balance mint and mostly never hinged.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1178

/* India Collection of Mint and Used in Stockbook, with
regular issues, air mail issues, overprinted C.E.F., I.E.F., SERVICE, ON H.M.S., a few revenues, cut square stationery, British Agencies in Eastern Arabia Muscat & Oman #1/41, etc.
Nice quality selection, with an owner’s catalogue value of
$1,150.
........................................................................Scott US$1,150

110

1190

/* Labuan Collection of Mint and Used Issues, on a double-sided stock sheet, with a mix of mint and used (light duplication), with #s 49/113 and J1/J9, overall fine. Owner’s Scott
catalogue value is $1,800.
........................................................................Scott US$1,800

1191

/* Laos #347/1110 Dealers Stock of Mint and Used. All
in 102 cards identified by Scott numbers and catalog value.
We note much duplication also lots of topical interest, mostly
all CTO. Very fine.
........................................................................ Scott US$3,594

1192

** Latin America Souvenir Sheets etc in 2 Stockbooks.
Includes Bolivia, Brazil, Columbia, Costa Rica, Cuba, Mexico,
Panama, Salvador and Uruguay plus others, 1970 and up. Includes some se-tenant strips, sheets and blocks but mainly
souvenir sheets. Lots and lots of gorgeous topicals, animals,
space, ships, sports, etc. High new issue costs, owners catalogue value is $1350. All fresh very fine.
........................................................................Scott US$1,350

1193

/* Leeward Islands #2/125 Collection of Mint and Used
Issues, QV to KGVI, on a double-sided stock sheet, with a mix
of mint and used, light duplication, overall fine. Owner’s Scott
catalogue value is $1,403.
........................................................................Scott US$1,403

1194

*/** Luxembourg #199-205, B50/B97 1932-1938 Group
of Eight Sets, includes 1932 to 1939 (missing 1934) semipostal sets, all fresh mint never hinged and also some hinged,
etc. not counted. Duplicates of the VFNH 1937-1939 sets
have an additional CV of $108.
........................................................................... Scott US$593

1195

/* Malta Collection of Mint and Used, 1870s to 1990s,
all mounted on Stanley Gibbons album pages, with better
early mint issues such as #s 4, 6, 7/13, etc. We note several
sets shown in both mint and used, many stamps or sets in
the $50+ range, etc. Also includes several duplicates. Fine or
better.
................................................................................... Est. $150

1196

/* Malta Collection of Mint and Used, on a double-sided
black stock page, QV to KEVII era, with a mix of mint and used
and some duplication, nice selection, overall fine. Owner’s
Scott catalogue value is $1,640.
........................................................................Scott US$1,640

1197

/* Mauritius Collection of Mint and Used, 1860 to 1981,
all neatly mounted on pages, with many early issues, we note
interesting postmarks, back of the book including revenues,
etc. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1198

/* Mauritius Collection of Mint and Used, on three stock
pages, KGVI era, with a mix of mint and used and some duplication, some back of the book, overall fine. Owner’s Scott
catalogue value is $548.
........................................................................... Scott US$548

1199

/*/** Montserrat Collection of Mint and Used, 1880s to
1980s, all on pages, with mint and used sets, singles, some
Pound values, many modern sets have gutter margins, sheet
margins, etc. Nice quality collection.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1200

/* Natal Collection of Mint and Used Queen Victoria Issues, on a black stock page, between #s 11 and 17, with a
mix of mint and used and much duplication. We note an inverted watermark, overall fine. Owner’s Scott catalogue value
is $2,265.
........................................................................ Scott US$2,265

1201

/* Netherlands and Colonies Collection of Mint and
Used, 1852 to 2007, all neatly displayed on hundreds of
pages. We note much modern used, perfins, souvenir sheets,
interesting postmarks, small collection of Indonesia, and includes two large envelopes with loose duplicates, Overall fine
or better.
................................................................................... Est. $150

1202

/* Nevis Collection of Mint and Used, on a black stock
page, between #1 and 31, mostly used with a little duplication, we note many nice A09 postmarks, overall fine. Owner’s
Scott catalogue value is $2,220.
........................................................................ Scott US$2,220

1203

/* New Guinea Collection of Mint and Used, on a doublesided black stock page, with a mix of mint and used a few
items are duplicated else all different, includes officials and
airmails, overall fine. Owner’s Scott catalogue value is $948.
........................................................................... Scott US$948

1204

/* New Hebrides Collection of Mint and Used, on a double-sided black stock page, between 1 and 76 and J1 and
J10, mostly mint hinged and all different, overall fine. Owner’s
catalogue value is $625.
........................................................................... Scott US$625

1205

 New Zealand Stock of Early Used Issues, all neatly displayed on black stock sheets, with 25 Chalons (#32/40a),
then #s 71/125 and finally 5 back of the book, for a total of
200 stamps. There is duplication, but we note nice overall
quality, with nice cancels, etc.
........................................................................Scott US$1,758

1206

/*/** New Zealand Collection of Mint and Used, 1860s
to 1990s, all on hundreds of pages, starting with QV issues
with advertizing on back (eight different), postal fiscals, many
semi-postals including miniature sheets, officials, postage
dues, and much more. Also includes many extras in envelopes (mint, booklets, etc). Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $200

1207

/*/** New Zealand Accumulation on Stock Sheets,
1946-1990’s strength in Health issue souvenir sheets. Also
note Lunar New Year and the 1996 and 1997 Best of New
Zealand souvenir packs. Mostly mint never hinged.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1208

/* New Zealand Two Volume Collection in Stanley Gibbons Albums, 1870 to 1997, mostly used, fairly sparse to
1907. Includes used 1909 Edward set to the 1sh, used 1920
Victory set. From 1937 fairly complete to the 1990’s except
for many of the souvenir sheets. Only note some Officials and
Life Insurance issues. Nice collection for continuation. Some
faults in earlier issues. Inspect
.................................................................................... Est $150

1209

/*/** New Zealand and Samoa Accumulation on Five
Stock Pages, 1877 and Later, includes reprints of the 1877
Samoa Express issues, New Zealand overprinted for use in
Samoa as well as later Samoa issues. Also a good selection of
New Zealand from the 1940’s to 1970’s, mostly mint and that
is a mix of hinged and never hinged. Note Samoa #175-177
mint hinged.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1210

/* North Borneo Collection of Mint and Used, on three
black stock pages, between SG#56 and 276, mostly used
with light duplication, overall fine. Owner’s SG catalogue value is £1,400.
................................................................................. SG £1,400

1211

/* North West Pacific Islands Collection of Mint and
Used, all on one page, with mainly mint Roos and KGV overprinted stamps. We note many shades but unchecked by us
as to better, etc. Inspect.
................................................................................... Est. $100
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1212

/*/** Nyasaland Protectorate Collection of Mint and
Used, 1908 to 1960s, all on pages, we note 1938 KGV high
values, complete 1945 set mint, QEII set to the £1, mint corner singles, etc. Overall nice collection.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1213

/* Orange River Colony Collection of Mint and Used, on
three stock pages, between #1 and 73, mix of mint and used
with some duplication, we note some multiples, including
blocks of 12 and 15, overall fine. Owner’s Scott catalogue
value is $1,185.
........................................................................Scott US$1,185

1214

/* Panama #5/856 Collection of Mint and Used, 18781997, all mounted on computer generated pages in a thick
binder, with more used (CTO) than mint. Looks to be about
half complete in period, including airmail issues. Also includes a good selection of other back of the book issues, plus
(empty) pages for all the souvenir sheets in period. A clean
collection with overall nice quality.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1223

/* Samoa Collection of Mint and Used, on a black stock
page, between #9c and 38, mix of mint and used with a little duplication, we note a few nice c.d.s. postmarks, two on
piece, overall fine. Owner’s Scott catalogue value is $1,019,
plus another SG £195 of unlisted in Scott.
........................................................................ Scott US$1,019

1224

/* Sarawak Collection of Mint and Used, on a black stock
page, between #1 and 31, mix of mint and used with some
duplication, we note a few multiples, overall fine. Owner’s
Scott catalogue value is $1,800.
........................................................................Scott US$1,800

1225

** Scandinavia 1931-1938 Group of Mostly Sets, includes
Denmark 1934 Anderson set, 1936 church, 1937 views. Finland 1936 3½ mark arms, 1937 ships, and Norway 1937 definitives set of 15, 1938 watermark, 1935 Nansen. All fresh
and never hinged, almost all very fine centered.
........................................................................... Scott US$580

1226

/*/** Scandinavian Countries Collection of Mint and
Used, all neatly displayed on many pages. With Finland,
Norway, Denmark and Colonies, Iceland and Faroe Islands.
Includes back of the book, good variety of early issues, postmarks, etc. We note stock pages and glassines with many duplicates, Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $150

1227

/* Sierra Leone Collection of Mint and Used, 1870s to
1990s, all on pages, from early issues (some cat. in the $50+
range) to modern, with many odd shaped stamps, often mint
and used, etc. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1228

/* Sierra Leone Collection of Mint and Used, on three
black stock pages, between #64 and 193, mix of mint and
used with no apparent duplication, overall fine. Owner’s Scott
catalogue value is $1,111.
........................................................................Scott US$1,111

1215

/*/** Pitcairn and Penrhyn Collection of Mint and Used,
on a double-sided stock page, with Pitcairn #s 1/50 and Penrhyn #s 5/34, mostly mint (incl. NH), overall fine or better.
Owner’s Scott catalogue value is $457.
............................................................................Scott US$457

1216

/*/** Poland Collection of Mint and Used, all on stock
pages in a binder, with owner’s description of 131 mint
stamps (91 different, up to 1948) and 1440 used stamps
(694 different, up to 1969). Duplication is usually up to about
5 of some, overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1217

/* Poland Collection on Loose Leaf Pages, 1919 to
1990’s, with a mix of mint and used, includes semi-postals
and airmails, mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1218

/* Portugal and Colonies Collection of Mint and Used,
1890s to modern, all neatly displayed on pages. We note perfins, many seldom seen colonies, a Nyassa inverted giraffe,
etc. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1229

/* Sierra Leone Collection of Mint and Used Queen Victoria Issues, on a black stock page, between #1 and 19, mostly
used with a little duplication, we note many B31 postmarks,
overall fine. Owner’s Scott catalogue value is $1,510.
........................................................................ Scott US$1,510

1219

/* Rhodesia Collection of Mint and Used Double Heads
to the 1sh, on a double-sided black stock page, between
SG#119 and 184, mostly used with duplication, we note
some nice c.d.s. cancels and a few which are faded, still overall fine. Owner’s SG catalogue value is £1,860.
................................................................................. SG £1,860

1230

/*/** Solomon Islands Collection of Mint and Used, on a
double-sided black stock page, between #1 and 79, plus J1J8 (NH), mix of mint and used with a little duplication (some
issues are both mint and used), overall fine. Owner’s Scott
catalogue value is $950.
........................................................................... Scott US$950

1220

 Romania Used Collection on Safe Album Pages, 19611971, appears complete for the period. Note a number of imperforate sets, all used including the souvenir sheets. All fine
or better.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1231

1221

/*/** Russia Collection of Mint and Used, mostly on pages, with a few pages of early, then mostly 70s to 90s, plus a
chocolate box containing 80 mint and used souvenir sheets,
part sheets, back of the book, some never hinged sets and
singles. We note an imperforate sheet of 2 panes of 25 each
of what looks like Scott #81. Overall nice condition and fine or
better.
................................................................................... Est. $100

/*/** South Africa Collection of Mint and Used, in one
binder and two stockbooks, with a mix of mint and used, from
early to modern. We note some bilingual issues, etc. Also included is a pile of FDC and stationery from the 70s to the 90s.
We also note an envelope full of 1980s new issue service
material. Some duplication (mostly of the used) and fine or
better.
................................................................................... Est. $150

1232

/*/** South Africa Collection of Mint and Used,1910
to all neatly mounted on pages, with singles, bilingual pairs,
blocks, plate blocks, coils, souvenir sheets, and more. Unchecked by us for better perfs, watermarks, etc. Also includes
glassines with duplicates and back of the book, etc. Nice
overall quality.
................................................................................... Est. $150

1233

/*/** South Africa Collection of Mint and Used, on 7
black stock sheets, from #1 to about #121, plus back of the
book, including a few Jipex booklet panes, some blocks, nice
postmarks, multiples including bilingual, etc. Overall nice
quality collection.
........................................................................ Scott US$2,880

1222

112

/* Salvador #1/939 Collection of Mint and Used, 18671980, all mounted on computer generated pages in a binder
with about half and half mint and used. About half complete
in period, including airmails and includes several complete
sets, etc. Also includes a good selection of back of the book
issues. A very clean collection.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1246

** Sweden #157/279 1922-1938 Four Sets plus Definitives in Period, includes 1936 set of 12 coils of which 2
low values have faults. The definitives are unpriced as never
hinged so we doubled the $87 of the hinged price. Generally
fine-very fine and never hinged. Also includes some value in
hinged, etc. not counted.
........................................................................... Scott US$552

1247

/*/** Switzerland Collection of Mint and Used, 1850s to
1990s, all neatly displayed on pages. We note early Helvetias,
nice postmarks, booklet panes and singles, perfins, back of
the book, etc. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1248

/* Switzerland Collection on Home Made Album Pages,
1851 to 1970’s, includes semi-postals used #B1/B43 almost complete, as well as a good number of early issues.
Mostly used from #10/69, condition is mixed especially in
the imperforates. Lots more modern issues, also mostly used.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1249

/* St Christopher #2/21 Small Group of Mint and Used
QV Issues, on a black stock card, with 14 different stamps,
overall fine. Owner’s Scott catalogue value is $525.
........................................................................... Scott US$525

** Togo Pretty Collection in 3 Binders 1957-1983. Reasonably complete from Scott 333/1155 in mounts on specialty
pages. Owners 2008 Stanley Gibbons cat is £2,477. Lots of
topicals on sports, royalty, space etc. Very colourful and fresh
collection. Fine to very fine.
................................................................................... Est. $250

1250

/*/** St Helena Collection of Mint and Used, 1860s to
1990s, all on pages, with many early issues, we note complete 1903 set mint, 1912-16 set mint, 1938-40 set mint,
then many QEII complete sets, etc. Nice quality collection.
................................................................................... Est. $100

/* Transvaal Collection of Mint and Used, on a doublesided black stock page, between #97 and 165, mix of mint
and used with a little duplication, overall fine. Owner’s Scott
catalogue value is $1,235.
........................................................................Scott US$1,235

1251

/*/** Trinidad & Tobago Collection of Mint and Used,
1850s to Modern, all neatly displayed on pages. We note a
specialized collection of War Tax (MR1-MR13) written-up on
17 pages (all mint), nice variety of regular issues, from early to
modern, with high values, complete sets, etc. We note three
Red Cross-franked covers (#B1-B3). Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $200

1252

/*/** Turkey Collection of Mint and Used in Two Stockbooks, 1863-1992, well organized by SG numbers, good variety, with duplication of up to 5 of some issues and includes
back of the book. Also includes another binder of unsorted
material. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1253

/*/** Turks and Caicos Islands Collection of Mint and
Used, 1900s to 1980s, all on pages, with better sets and singles, used blocks, modern with sheet selvedge, War Tax, a few
Turks Islands including a used 1p rose, etc. Overall nice quality.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1254

** United Nations #228/743f Collection of Mint Never
Hinged in Lindner Specialized Hingeless Album, 1993 to
1998, with slipcase. Includes owners detailed inventory. Appears complete in range and includes souvenir sheets, setenant, complete sets, etc. Fresh and very fine.
........................................................................... Scott US$513

1255

/*/** Vatican and San Marino Collection of Mint and
Used, all on pages, with sets, souvenir sheets, blocks, back
of the book, etc.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1234

/* South Africa Collection in a Spring Back Album KGV
to 1974. Mint and used and 12 covers. A few hundred, mostly
fine to very fine.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1235

**/ South Africa Group of New Issue Service Items,
1980-1984, in 4 large envelopes and two binders. Countries
include Transkei, Lesotho, Ciskei, Venda and Bophuthatswana. Each envelope contains mint singles, sets, FDC, Maximum
cards, with lots of topical interest and high original purchase
price. Very fine.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1236

/* South West Africa Collection of Mint and Used on
three stock pages, mix of mint and used with a little duplication, we note bilingual pairs, #95 (mint, CV $110), #B8 (used,
CV 85), overall fine. Owner’s Scott catalogue value is $1,112.
........................................................................Scott US$1,112

1237

/* Spain Two Mostly Used Collections in Binder, from
imperforate classics to about 1989. We note a good level of
completion, especially if two collections joined together. Includes back of the book and locals, etc. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1238

1239

1240

/* St Helena Collection of Mint and Used Queen Victoria
Issues, on a black stock page, between #2b and 47, mix of
mint and used with a little duplication, overall fine. Owner’s
Scott catalogue value is $1,010.
........................................................................ Scott US$1,010

1241

/* St Kitts - Nevis Collection of Mint and Used, on a double-sided black stock page, between #1 and 63, mostly all
mint, appears to be all different, overall fine. Owner’s Scott
catalogue value is $815.
........................................................................... Scott US$815

1242

/* St Lucia #1/42 Small Group of Mint and Used QV Issues, on two black stock cards, with 39 stamps, up to 2 copies of some, we note a few forgeries, still overall fine. Owner’s
Scott catalogue value is $932.
........................................................................... Scott US$932

1243

/*/** St Vincent Collection of Mint and Used, 1860s to
1980s, all mounted on pages with many complete sets, mint
and used blocks, mint marginal singles, souvenir sheets, mini
sheets, includes Grenadines, etc. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1244

/* St Vincent Small Group of Mint and Used QV Issues,
on a black stock card, with 20 stamps, some duplication, a
few shades, etc, overall fine. Owner’s Scott catalogue value is
$1330.
........................................................................Scott US$1,330

1245

/*/** Sweden Collection of Mint and Used, 1850s to
1986, all neatly displayed on pages. We note many early issues with nice cancels, booklet panes and singles, good back
of the book including Officials and perfins, etc. Overall fine or
better.
................................................................................... Est. $150

Hundreds of scans of the
lots and collections
can be found online.
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1256

/* Venezuela #2/1444 Collection of Mint and Used,
1859-1989, all mounted on computer generated pages in a
thick binder, with more used than mint. A high level of completion in period (probably 10-20% missing), including airmail
issues and other back of the book. A very clean collection
worthy of completion.
................................................................................... Est. $150

1257

** Worldwide Tarifold with 30 Pivoting Pockets Filled with
Mint Never Hinged Stock, with sets and souvenir sheets, lots
of great topical items. Retail value of stamps is over $1,500.
Tarifold Desktop Stand with the pockets would retail over
$150 new.
............................................................................Retail $1,500

1258

** Worldwide Eclectic Group of Recent Topical Issues,
includes polar, birds, wildlife, royalty, space, sports, art and
more. Note single stamps, blocks and souvenir sheets. Nice
fresh group, all mint never hinged. Best is 2 sets of Nicaragua
#2020-2027 which CV $150 per set. Owner’s CV is $705.
........................................................................... Scott US$705

1259

*/** Worldwide Two Binders with Mint Accumulation,
1890s to Modern, with hundreds of stamps, including Sweden #479-483 in mini sheets of 9, mostly fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1260

 Worldwide Accumulation in Three Cartons, 1920’s and
Later. Includes on and off paper, with mostly more recent
Canada, but did note Admirals, etc. Also some modern foreign
mixed in. Worth a closer look.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1261

 Worldwide Banker’s Box Full of Stamps, 1940’s to
1990’s. Includes Canada used on and off paper, C.T.O. sheets
from Hungary, selection of Yugoslavia on stock sheets, etc.
Also some Newfoundland, animal and aircraft topicals (lots of
duplication) and a selection of 1960’s era U.S.A. postcards.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1262

 Worldwide Large Apple Carton with Eclectic World Mix,
includes 8 old-time albums with stamps (sparse), Canada
#600 $1 Vancouver x1,000 all used on piece with a great
array of cancels, small box of modern used Great Britain, box
with many thousands of used U.S.A. and a box with 1,000’s
of used Canada. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1263

/*/** Worldwide Lot of Mint and Used in 52 Stockbooks, in three boxes with a wide variety of countries, tens
of thousands of mostly disorganized stamps in all, and likely
to contain some better material. We note many Sand Dune
issues in large quantities, but also many worldwide sets and
singles plus many topicals from late 1800s to modern.
................................................................................... Est. $350

1264

/*/** Worldwide Large Lot of Mint and Used on Pages in
Three boxes, mostly in 28 binders. We note a wide variety of
different countries and tens of thousands of stamps from the
1800s to modern. Mostly organized by country and we note
several nice sets, topicals, etc.
................................................................................... Est. $250

1265

/*/** Worldwide Box Full of Eclectic Material, with some
supplies, on and off paper mix, approvals, packets, bundleware, etc.
..................................................................................... Est. $50

1266

/*/** Worldwide Collection of Mint and Used, all on
pages by country, with Sudan, Turkey, United Nations, Philippines, Moldavia, Micronesia, Palestine, Mesopotamia, Bangladesh, Belize, Ceylon, British Honduras, Pakistan, Porto
Rico and British Guiana. Range is QV to QEII, with many better
sets and singles, topical interest, postmarks, mint and used
blocks, etc. Also includes a George VI 1937 Coronation Issue
Omnibus Set, including the Newfoundland long set, mint and
appears complete. Overall nice quality lot.
................................................................................... Est. $200
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1267

/*/** Worldwide Collection of Mint and Used, on and off
paper, all in a shoebox (mostly sorted in envelopes by country) plus 7 Lighthouse 16-page stockbooks (all almost new
and 3 are empty). We note much used Canada, topicals of
all sorts, a few covers, etc. We note a 1939 Special Delivery
cover from Tilsonburg, a “Too Late” postcard from Toronto
(1881). Overall nice quality.
..................................................................................... Est. $50

1268

/*/** Worldwide Collection of Mint and Used, 19401949, all on several hundred double-sided Scott Specialty
pages, with a wide variety of countries, we note many better
stamps, singles, sets, some NH in mounts, etc. Worth inspection, fine or better and very clean.
................................................................................... Est. $200

1269

/*/** Worldwide Small Box of Worldwide on Stock
Sheets, in Envelopes, etc, 1900s-1980s, mostly post-WWII
and appears to be mainly used, but we do note some mint
NH. Includes Greece, B.I.O.T., Australia, etc. A diverse group.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1270

/*/** Worldwide Small Box with Accumulation in Envelopes, etc., 1880’s and On. Includes material from Barbados,
Gambia, Liberia, Switzerland, Costa Rica, Mexico, Portugal
& Colonies and New Zealand. Mix of mostly mint hinged or
used, but does include some NH. Note pre-1900 material
from Barbados and Gambia.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1271

/*/** Worldwide Accumulation in Three Large Cartons,
one box is all U.S.A. with stamps from the 1940’s and on, plus
covers and approximately $100 face in mint postal stationery.
Other 2 boxes are an assortment in envelopes, sorted by
country, bags, etc. Also 2 shoe boxes of blocks and souvenir
sheets in dealer cards, with much mint never hinged or C.T.O.
Note China, P.R.C., R.O.C., Switzerland, New Zealand and lots,
lots more.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1272

/*/** Worldwide Collection in Seven Minkus Albums,
1841-1970’s, comprehensive A-Z collection with strength in
Hungary, Japan, Russia, Spain and Colonies, France and Colonies, Germany including D.D.R. and States, Poland, Romania,
Portugal and Colonies and the British Commonwealth with
nice New Zealand and Great Britain. Also note China - R.O.C.
with #1526-1531 and 1624-1627 mint hinged and P.R.C.
#1000 NH. Mint in albums all hinged. Note 3 Denmark Annual Packs 1971-1973. Also a selection of older catalogues
and other philatelic literature.
.................................................................................... Est $650

1273

/*/** Worldwide Collection in Eight Stockbooks and
Binders, includes 2 C.W.S. albums with a few stamps, 3 Canada collections, a stockbook of U.S.A., a 1960-1967 Vatican
collection and by far the best, a Stanley Gibbons King George
VI album with a number of stamps. Also a second carton with
8 empty binders.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1274

/*/** Worldwide 1918 Accumulation on Stock Sheets,
with strength in Czechoslovakia and Romania. Lots of souvenir sheets. Mostly very fine, mix of used, C.T.O., mint hinged
and never hinged.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1275

/*/** Worldwide Carton Full of Stamps On and Off
Paper, Covers, etc. includes first day covers, show covers,
postal stationery, used Canada on and off paper, U.S.A. and
Canada not cancelled on piece, foreign in stockbooks, etc.
Worth a look.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1276

/*/** Worldwide Post WWII Accumulation on Stock
Sheets, etc. Strength in Burundi, Marshall Islands, Rwanda
and Bulgaria. Lots of blocks and souvenir sheets. Mostly
very fine and includes used, C.T.O., mint hinged and never
hinged. Note Burundi #C224-227 NH. Good topicals including
Churchill, World War II, wildlife, W.W.F., sports and more.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1286

/*/** Worldwide Collections in Five Binders, with
strength in Hungary, Ireland, Denmark, Luxembourg, U.S.A.
and French Colonies. Collections are mostly used, but do include some mint hinged and mint NH. Some faults in the earlier material, otherwise fine or better. Also some other odds
and ends in envelopes.
.................................................................................... Est $350

1277

/*/** Worldwide Carton of Mostly Post WWII Material,
in boxes, bags, glassines, etc. Hours of sorting fun. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1287

1278

/*/** Worldwide Small Carton of Mostly 1960’s to
1980’s Material, in glassines, stockbooks, on album pages,
etc. Includes some mounts and a part pack of Dennison
hinges. Note a small Prussia collection, Uganda #115-129,
collection of Art stamps with strength in France and Eastern
Europe. Also includes R.O.C. #1610-1614 and French Polynesia #C78-C82. Art stamps are mostly never hinged. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $150

/*/** Worldwide Accumulation in Glassines and Envelopes, 1910s to 2000s, vast majority are Germany and includes #106-108, Officials from #O2/O88, States, Occupation issues and D.D.R. Lots of duplication. Mostly used, many
with nice c.d.s. cancels.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1288

/*/** Worldwide Accumulation in Album and Two Stockbooks, 1950’s and Onwards, includes a mint/used U.N.
collection, U.S.A. Prominent Americans book with only 20
stamps including the $5 and three stockbooks with strength
in Canada, but also note Russia, Great Britain and Japan.
Mostly used, but Japan is mint NH.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1289

/*/** Worldwide Old-time Collection in Nine Stockbooks, with strength in Italy, Japan, Iran, Austria, China (including P.R.C.), Netherlands, Russia and Spain. Also some
mint NH France and Israel, but some is stuck down in the
stockbook. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1290

/*/** Worldwide Small Carton of Various Material, with
an Israel album, Italy States and back of book on album pages
which includes Fiume and occupation issues, a selection of
mint never hinged part sheets from Mozambique, with decent
catalogue value and a number of C.T.O. sheets or part sheets.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1291

/* Worldwide Collection of Mint and Used, all on quadrille pages in 42 padded binders, covering a wide variety
of different countries from A to Z. Mostly unchecked by us,
but we note some better representation from countries such
as France, South America, British Caribbean, British Africa,
French colonies, and many, many more. Strength is in the earlier material and it gets sparse with the modern. Overall nice
quality and fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $500

1292

/* Worldwide Collection of More or Less Faulty Classic
Stamps, all neatly displayed on 10 stock sheets by country,
with over 75 different countries represented, and 291 clearly
identified stamps. Faults are to varying degrees, ranging from
some imperforates only having three margins, to perf faults to
major faults, etc. Includes owner’s list of countries and Scott
catalogue values. A useful lot for reference.
................................................................... Scott US$109,352

1293

/* Worldwide Stockbook of 493 Different, from early to
modern from over 110 different countries, with owner’s list of
countries, Scott catalogue numbers and catalogue values, as
well as 15 Sismondo certificates for stamps included. Also includes (not counted in CV) a selection of 55 different reprints,
fakes, forgeries, etc. Overall condition is mixed, inspection
recommended.
......................................................................Scott US$13,970

1294

/* Worldwide Old Time Collection in Two Albums, with a
good representation of different countries, with stamps up
to about 1940 and many classics. Unfortunately, many have
been glued to the pages, still some possible finds. Inspect.
..................................................................................... Est. $50

1295

/* Worldwide Two Cartons with Thousands of Stamps in
Albums, early to more modern issues, from a large variety of
countries. Inspection could be rewarding.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1279

1280

/*/** Worldwide Large Plastic Tub Full of Mint and Used
in 12 Albums and Stockbooks including a worldwide collection in 3 thick Ambassador albums, a stock book full of used
modern Canada, a stockbook bulging with Russia, and a few
binders full of topicals. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $200
/*/** Worldwide Large Plastic Tub Full of Mint and Used
in 13 Albums and Stockbooks including a stockbook with
nice early used Canada blocks plus modern MNH GB, stockbook with CTO Russia, stockbook full of mint and used USA
to 1970s, stockbook full of mint and used Israel, stockbook
worldwide, SG Album with worldwide Churchill stamp collection nicely mounted, Fleetwood Bird and Flowers of Canada
cover collection in album, plus a bag of worldwide in zip lock
bags. Overall fine or better.
................................................................................... Est. $150

1281

/*/** Worldwide Accumulation of R - Z Countries in
Envelopes, strength in Spain and Colonies, Switzerland and
U.S.A. Some interesting material, including Tannu Tuva, Tripolitania, etc. Appears mostly used or C.T.O.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1282

/*/** Worldwide Carton Lot on Stock Sheets, Circuit Books, in Stockbooks, etc, late 1800’s and On, with
strength in Russia, Great Britain, Canada, Newfoundland and
South America. Also note a little bit of China, mostly used.
Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $250

1283

/*/** Worldwide Several Collections in Banker’s Box,
includes a fairly full Regency World album, 3 stockbooks of
world, a used Canada collection in a Minkus album plus some
other odds and ends. Note China, Germany, Great Britain and
more. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $300

1284

/*/** Worldwide Collection in Nine Albums, includes 8
Scott albums, some almost empty, others are fairly full. Also a
Minkus U.S.A. Album. Strength in U.S.A. and Ryukyu plus lots,
lots more. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $400

1285

/*/** Worldwide Printer Paper Box Full of Stamps in
Glassines, Envelopes, etc., 1920’s and Onwards. Strength
in modern mint never hinged United Nations, still in glassines
as received by owner. Also lots of then inexpensive stamps
in glassines, all identified by Scott. Most have probably gone
up in value. Also stamps used on paper, etc. Hours of fun to
sort through. Should be some good finds in Russia and other
countries.
.................................................................................... Est $150
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1296

/* Worldwide Accumulation in Small Carton, strength in
Germany, German Colonies, Jamaica in a stockbook. Also note
better Great Britain including Seahorses to the 10sh value. Includes stamps both on and off paper. A real mish mash.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1297

/* Worldwide Accumulation in Two Cartons, stamps are
on pages, in stockbooks, loose and in some albums. Varies
from early issues to modern. Note a bag with thousands of
Canada commemoratives and Xmas stamps on piece.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1305

*/** Elvis Presley Topical Collection, 1990’s, includes x8
Elvis U.S.A. stamp sheets and sheet saver sleeves (item no.
9916), still sealed (original cost was $11.60 each), 150 unused Elvis postmarks (design is a montage of Elvis stamps),
150 unused postcards (design Elvis stamps, sheet and booklet), 70 B&W prints of Elvis, two different images, very attractive, self-matted 10x13 prints.
.................................................................................... Est $100

1306

/*/** John F. Kennedy Memorial Thematic Collection in
Four Volumes, stamps are all mint hinged or C.T.O. Souvenir sheets are in corner mounts and appear to be mint never
hinged. Note better items Qatar #42-6, 100d, 101e-h, 117hk, 118e-h plus souvenir sheets, Ecuador #756-756c and
764-764g including imperfs and souvenir sheets, Paraguay
#836-843, 841a and 887-894a perf and imperf. Above catalogue $398. Also note lots of unlisted in Scott “Sand Dunes”
material plus some covers and postcards.
.................................................................................... Est $500
E/P Liechtenstein Boy Scouts Progressive Die Proofs by G.
Wimmer. Includes 11 die proofs signed by artist in various
colours and on different papers. Also 7 plate proofs including
two from the finished state. Very nice additions to any Scout
collection. Retail over $400.
................................................................................... Est. $100

1298

/* Worldwide World Collection in Five Albums, 1860’s
and On. Albums include used Canada 1967-1984, Argentina
1860’s to 1980’s, Portugal & Colonies collection and a China
collection. All in Minkus albums except the Canada. Also a
pack of D.D.R. issues and empty albums from Belgium and
Chile/Peru, as well as two virtually empty World albums.
.................................................................................... Est $150

1299

/** Worldwide Collections and Accumulations in 20
Stockbooks and Binders, strength in Netherlands, Germany,
Poland, Austria, Hungary, Italy and Switzerland. Note France
#B267-72 mint hinged, etc. Lots of Post WWII material. Also
5 extra smaller stockbooks. Potential for finds. Inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $350

1307

1300

(*)/*/** Worldwide Remainder Lot of Mint, 1931 to 1938,
with Spanish Andorra (8), Denmark (13), Ethiopia (5), Surinam (22), French Morocco (22), Reunion (12), Greenland
(14), Norway (27) and Syria (5). Many are never hinged, with
duplication in French Morocco and Greenland (these with
faults). Best is Norway set #162-176 VFNH ($125) and Surinam #142-163 VFNH ($76).
................................................................................... Est. $100

Foreign -- Kiloware

1301

1302

1303

*/**/ Worldwide Box Full of Vintage Beginner’s Stamp
Albums, with many interesting cover designs, couple hundred
stamps, a quick inspection shows mostly older issues, but no
great value. About 25 albums, plus a few stockbooks and
other items.
..................................................................................... Est. $75
/*/ Worldwide Accumulation on Stock Pages, 1860
and On. Includes Canada with #O241-245 used plus other
odds and ends, a small group of Newfoundland, Great Britain Northern Ireland regionals including FDCs, U.S.A. famous
Americans and airmail issues. These include some first flight
covers, including a Lindbergh flown cover. Finally a Bahamas
seafloor cover. A diverse lot. Mixed condition, inspect.
.................................................................................... Est $100
/* Worldwide A - J. Collection of Mint and Used in Scott
International, to 1940. With a nice representation of different countries, strength in early issues, we note nice United
States, including many revenues, a set of Nebraska overprints, nice page of early France issues, and much more. A
clean collection, with overall nice quality.
................................................................................... Est. $200

1308

Postal Artifacts and Ephemera
1309
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** Cinderella and Ephemera Collection in Six Volumes, includes binder of Canada mint NH Duck stamps (face value
$1,152), Germany MNH, 47 Canada “shipping tags” with
$3.48 to $9.00 in postage, binder of Canada Christmas seals
NH, 4 stockbooks and binders with labels, cinderellas, air
mail labels, beer labels, philatelic memorabilia and ephemera, etc. A fun lot to look through.
.................................................................................... Est $150

Lot of 68 Prints of $8 1997 Grizzly Bear Stamp. Box of prints
each plastic wrapped on cardboard backing with a descriptive note on the back. Approximately 10 x 12 inch full colour
reproduction of the beautiful bear stamp. Retail $35 each.
Would look great framed on your wall. Nice item for a dealer
promotion. Very fine.
................................................................................... Est. $100

Collectibles and Memorabilia
1310

Canada ‘92 Space Poster with Astronauts Signatures,
poster available at Canada ‘92 with #1404 cancelled at the
show March 29th and signed by astronauts Roberta Bondar
and Ken Money. Great space topical item
.................................................................................... Est $100

1311

Postage Stamp Impressionist Frame Art, 4 different artworks, 14x16”. Images are famous landmarks and postage
stamps. Original retail cost was over $200.
...................................................................................... Est $50

Foreign -- Topical Collections
1304

 Worldwide Huge Carton Filled with Loose Used, On and
Off Paper, many thousands in all, from the 1800s to modern,
unchecked by us for better stamps or postmarks but note
many older issues such as a large bag full of Ceylon KGV, etc.
Sorter’s delight.
................................................................................... Est. $100

Collecting Supplies
1312

Eleven Used Scott Albums with Pages, includes a 2-volume
World with pages to 1949, a 3-volume Canada with pages
from 1851 to 2005 (many with mounts on the pages), plus
6 binders with pages for British Africa, Atlantic, Americas, Europe, Asia and Pacific including Australia and New Zealand.
Mostly fine or better.
.................................................................................... Est $100
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